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Home movies you actually
want to see

the maine campus
Monday, April 28, 2008 Vol. 126, No. 42

Risky Rid'-ness

Bidding war
helps ASBI

UM seniors
say goodbye
2008 seniorsfear what will
come after May graduation

Bachelors sell themselvesfor
international student group

By Meghan Hayward

By Dylan Riley
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Student leader moving on UMaine food guild 'sha
sustainedfarm
VPSE Derek Mitchell leaves senate after graduation

Group sells local producefrom only student-

on Mitchell growing up.
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Mitchell has been accused of being a days started before 4 am. He would drive to
workaholic. With workweeks that have his local radio station to work until school startbrimmed with 60 hours — in addition to his ed Through this, he got the chance to teport —
classload — it is hard to argue."I love snerPss; from Iraq. "I've always been interested in
young people," Mitchell said."I thought up the
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He attributes his determination to his father,
See MITCHELL on page 6
a military captain, whose work ethic rubbed off

By Erika Bubar

By Heather Steeves

Perspectives • Cracking a clam of a
brain for pearls of wisdom

Mg

When most students are counting down
the days until the semester ends, there are
a few who will be counting down the days
to plant their crops. These students will
not be hitting the books this summer at the
university — they will manage the crops
for Black Bear Food Guild (BBFG).
BBFG is a student organization at the
University of Maine that rtms the only student-managed farm in the country, according to Marianne Sarrantonio, faculty coordinator for the organization.
"Other universities hire farm managers
who tell the students what to do. I think
our students may struggle more with the
responsibilities, but it is a tremendous

Style • I can has Internet/ fame?
ROFLCon brings celebrities — sort of

20

them,"
for
opportunity
learning
Sarrantonio said.
The student organization manages
three acres of certified organic vegetable
crops at the UMaine research farm on
Bennoch Road, a couple miles from campus.
The produce is marketed through
Agriculture
Supported
Community
(CSA), which means the members in the
community can purchase a share of the
produce in the spring.
"This entitles them to a portion of
whatever is harvested throughout the
growing season. A full share would satisfy the produce needs of a family of four or

See FOOD on page 7
Sports • UMaine athlete remembered
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Skills fair was Curtain Call: UMaine dance professor
"flippin'sweet" returns after final performance in NYC
Wild animals, shooting women out ofcannons and yoga all on Terry Lacy's resume

Estabrooke staff teaches its
residents practical life tasks
By Jessica Begin
Ever wish you could have great skills such as
folding laundry, sewing buttons or tying a tie?
Those attending the April 26 event in Estrabooke
Hall participated in a variety of activities teaching relevant life skills.
David Merrill, the resident assistant in charge
of the event, said the inspiration for the event
occurred in the fall of 2007 when he saw one of
his resident's "beautifully folded laundry," and
wished he could do the same. The idea was reborn
this semester when Community Governing Board
(CGB) Vice President Cory Davis mentioned
something which revived the idea for Merrill.
Merrill started exploring the possibility of
doing something like the fair, and discussing possible activities. One skill was composting, which
Merrill described as "one of my favorites."
Composting skills can be useful for those students who move off campus.
Apart from composting, students learned basic
skills such as how to fold and iron a shirt, sew a
button, jumpstart a car, change a tire and defend
themselves.
"I think some of the skills are actually more
relevant now, especially for people who might be
moving off campus. Summer driving season is
ahead, and people will be doing more handyman
work," Merrill said.
Students attending the fair were able to see
this is true, and were shown how to participate in
changing a tire.
Although Merrill will not be an RA next
semester, he thinks the Flippin' Sweet Skills Fair
has potential to be a successful program, especially since it offers a "great programming model
for new RAs," and provides an interactive, handson activity for residents to participate. "If this
happens again, it ought to be even more comprehensive, and if anyone has numchuck skills to
share, come on out of the woodwork. One can
never have too many skills."

By Katee Stearns

were substituted by friends in the dance Company.
community. One of his most popular
"I've been all over the map when it
Terry Lacy's classroom doesn't have classes, advanced jazz, was taught by his comes to work," Lacy said."I broke in to
books,overhead projector screens, white- former student Stevie Dunham, a 23- show business by doing summer stock
boards filled with notes or desks for stu- year-old
graduate
of
Virginia and theme parks. I started out at Six Flags
dents to take a seat. Instead, a smooth, Commonwealth University.
in Texas as a senior dancer. Later I got a
black floor and walls covered by mirrors
"I've been taking class with him at gig at Busch Gardens. I was also in a
enclose the entire space. His students Robinson Ballet since I was eight. He's Mark Wilson magic show," which Lacy
don't sit; they stand. When he pushes been dancing with the Opera forever, so recalled as one of his more eccentric jobs.
play, they dance.
when I was a junior and senior in high
"I shot a girl out of a cannon, made
At five feet 10 inches tall, Lacy carries school, I started to run rehearsals for his Shakespeare disappear inside a one-inch
an impressive frame of wiry muscle pieces when he would go to New York," replica of the Globe Theater,shoved a girl
which flexes and twists with every pre- Dunham said. "Now that I'm back in through a pane of glass,and!even did the
cise movement he makes. Lacy, who Maine for good, he thought it would be a cliche sawed-a-girl-in-half trick."
started dancing three decades ago
Lacy has also danced with a crew
at the age of 19,claims his days on
of a different sort — wild animals
"Itook a dance dass as a trquiremen4 and
stage are numbered.
"I was part of the Williamsburg
After taking his final bow at his
Circus World in Orlando dancing
it was like a drug. Ibad to have IV
last performance in New York City,
with 17 elephants, 15 tigers, five
which ran through the third week
horses and even a baby bear."
of April, Lacy returned to Maine.
Lacy came to the state of Maine
Terry Lacy
He concluded his performance
when he received an instructor's
Dance instructor
career at the State Theater in
position at Thomas School of Dance
Lincoln Center for a NYC Opera
in downtown Bangor, where he
production of Leonard Bernstine's natural thing for me to pick up his classes taught for seven years before switching to
"Candide."
again."
River City School of Dance.
Though a seasoned performer, Lacy
While Lacy has been teaching at the
"I love Maine," Lacy said. "I love the
has looked forward to his final days on University of Maine for the past four climate and the seasons — everything
stage for quite some time.
years, dance has brought him all over the except the mud season. But the people are
"I'm actually not sad to see it go. I've country.
great, and everyone just lets everyone be
been trying to stop for such a long,long,
He grew up in Arkansas, a place he who they are here." He also noted Maine
long time, and it's hard to turn the money was desperate to leave, and went to was as different and as far from Arkansas
down. I don't really enjoy performing, Southern Methodist University in Dallas, as he has gotten.
and it's unfortunate to say, but it's about Texas after high school.
During his time at UMaine, Lacy has
the money and being in New York."
"I started in the theater program and I taught a variety of dance and dance-relatBecause the opera, which is a spin on realized I was just no good," Lacy said, ed disciplines from beginner ballet to
the original work by Voltaire, focuses laughing."Then I took a dance class as a advanced.077.
more on the singers than the dancers, requirement and it was like a drug, I had
He has built a rapport with students as
Lacy said he enjoys performing this piece to have it."
a strict but caring instructor. While he
more than other productions. With less
In college, he took up to five dance enforces a dress code of black, form-fitspotlight on him, he said he feels more at classes*,day, which is the reason he notes ting attire and insists that students not be
ease on stage as he portrays smaller roles. college as one of the best times in his life. one minute late or else leave the studio,
'They are shorter on dancers because
The kick of endorphins dancing pro- he is respected and well-received by his
it is an opera company," Lacy said. "I duced hooked Lacy on the art. Directly pupils.
may come out as a Spaniard in one scene out of college, he began his career as a
"I was petrified to have him because
and an Italian villager in another. Last performer with companies like the people said things about him being hard,"
time,I played the rear end of a horse."
Washington Ballet, Radio City Music
See DANCER on page 6
During his absence, Lacy's classes Hall and the New York City Opera

Community Calendar
MONDAY

TUESDAY

Virtual
APRIL
Machines: The
Value of
Standing on the
Shoulders of Giants
3:10 p.m.
Room 117, Donald P.
Corbett Business
Building

Applying Plant
APRIL
Population
Ecology —
Increasing the
Suppression of Weeds
by Cereal Crops
10 a.m.

28

By Dick MacKinnon, former director of IBM's
Cambridge Scientific
Center

29

Room 17, Deering Hall
By Jacob Weiner, professor
of ecology, University of
Copenhagen and a
research fellow at the
National Center for
Ecological Analysis and
Synthesis, Santa Barbara.

_i_WEDNESDAY
Maine Day and
Go Blue
8 a.m.

Orono's five-day forecast

APRIL

30

Campus-wide
event
Wear blue and/or UMaine
clothing to celebrate
Black Bear Pride. Various
outdoor activities across
campus.

Monday I Mostly cloudy

56 41
Tuesday I Rain & thunder

49 35
high

Wednesday I Partly cloudy

54 32
high

To submit your event to The Maine Campus Community Calendar, please send
time, day, date, location and fee information to news@mainecampus.com or drop it off in
our office, located in the basement of The Memorial Union. Deadlines for submissions are 9
a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for Thursday publication.

low

low

Thursday I Partly cloudy

55 36
high

low

Friday I Partly cloudy

56 36
high

low
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One man,many roles
UM professor and actor says his proudest moments
comefrom advising students in Exploration program
By Meghan Hayward

and change into the next person, this past year and a half and
and each one has to have com- something just clicked this
Dominick Vamey knows how pletely different sounds and semester and the whole idea of
studying and going to class made
to multi-task. He is an academic mannerisms."
advisor for.the Exploration proWhile acting is a passion of sense and finally were able to
gram at the University of Maine, his, gratification comes from his make a career decision," he said.
teaches acting classes and played academic advisor position. He "You can't make a student study,
eight roles in the Penobscot said he likes being able to help but the moment that it does finalTheatre's "Little Shop of students decide what career path ly click, it is a success story."
Horrors" performance.
they want to take. "I believe in
The enjoyment he gets from
As he began to rattle off all the institution and what it has to his job has surprised Varney the
the pails he played, he
most.
paused nervously to ask
"I think as an actor,
how he's doing.
. "I believe in the institution and what you get a feeling of
A single person
making a difference
plays eight roles in the
it has to offerfor students." when you're on stage,
Broadway performance
and it is such a rush,
of "Little Shop of
and I would have
Horrors" too; but that
Dominick Varney never expected to get
isn't something Varney
Academic advisor for the that same feeling from
sees in his future.
University of Maine Exploration program areal job, and I do,"
"Broadway would
he said.
be fun, but that career
Acting has always
path involves a lot of rejection, offer for students," he said.
been in his life; his mother perand I don't do well with that," he
Vamey said the srierPss sto- formed on stage in London.
said.
His first round of acting was
ries are what make his job
Of the eight roles he played, rewarding.
his role as a cricket in the firstthe dentist was his favorite and
'We make such a connection grade. "I only had one line. It
the most difficult role."He was a and it is great to see a past student opened the show and I remember
scaly man, which made it fun to come up to me on campus and my mom saying/Dominick your
play, but he also has some issues fill me in about how things are line is what sets the show off."
that are hard to relate with."
going within their chosen
Right now, he doesn't see his
He said playing eight roles majors."
job changing. "As long as I can
allowed him to expand his acting
While he said the success sto- keep excited and happy with my
abilities, but it had its challenges. ries are pivotal, there are a few job then I think it will benefit the
'There is one song that I play that stand out in his mind.
students, and if there is a point
Photo courtesy of Bill Kuykendall
three characters within that one
"I had some students this where I feel disillusioned or
Dominic Varney, a UMaine grad student and instructor, performed in the
song," he said. "So within two semester that had not made the uninspired, then it will be my
Penobscot Theatre Company's production of "Little Shop of Horrors."
minutes, I have to tun off stii,e academic steps they needed to time to leave."

Why Attend
Summer University?
The University of Maine's Summer University offers more than 600 courses throughout
the summer designed to meet the diverse needs of lifelong learners offered oncampus and at selected off-campus sites, including The University of Maine's
Hutchinson Center. Over 100 courses are offered online worldwide and through
interactive televised technologies.

• Graduate Early
• Lighten Your Semester Course Load
• Take Advantage of Lower Tuition $ Before Fall Increases
• Enjoy Smaller Class Sizes
• Be Inside During Black Fly Season
• Earn Three Credits in Three Weeks!
• Choose from 19 Flexible Calendars
• Select From Over 600 Courses
• Further Your Career With Professional Development Courses
• Take An Online Course at Home While on Summer Break
• Travel and Study in China, Europe or Quebec
• Take a Course Outside Your Major
• Find Plentiful Parking!!
• Enjoy a UMAINE Summer
Register Early - Classes Fill Quickly
Registration Begins February 25
Summer Schedules: May 12 - August 22
Schedule of Courses and Registration Information
dll.umaine.edu/summer or call at 581- 3143

UMaine
2008 Summer University

THE UNIVERSITY OP

MAINE
A Membei of the Univerm of Meow System
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Blood spatters, phones shatter

'hit)uth
What's your favorite food to barbecue?

Beef and steaks. ,1
Wang Zhang
Second-year Grad.
Electrical engineering

Chicken
Michaela Ham
Third-year
Communication sciences
and disorders

Rbs,
Mike Jandreau
Second-year Grad.
Communication

Zucchini,
Kara Cox
Fourth-year
Sustainable agriculture

Hamburgers
Trevor Coston
First-year
KInesiology

Debbie Harris
Register two cashier
Memorial Union Marketplace

Students attracted toforensics class by professor's personality
By Chelsea Cameron
The students in the lecture hall are taking notes
from the overhead when a cell phone rings, loudly. The professor, clearly irritated at being interrupted, walks over to the offender and motions
for him to hand over the phone. He takes it and
throws it against the opposite wall, where it shatters. A collective gasp rushes through the room as
students try to subtly turn off their own phones.
Irving Kornfield, known to students and colleagues as Irv, found a way to lower the number
of interruptions during his forensics class. His
sense of humor is dry, and sometimes it is hard to
tell if he is joking or not.
In his office, located on the second floor of
Murray Hall, he explains the cell phone trick is
a stunt. He uses a fake phone, and the teacher's
assistant receives a fake call. He got the idea
from fellow marine science professor David
Townsend.
"I cannot claim originality for that," he said.
"It's a wonderful tool. In a large class, you're on
a stage, and for that class in particular, there is a
lot of showmanship involved."
His unique teaching style has attracted students, many of whom are not in the biological
sciences. Alongside a fake skeleton, bottles and
jars of specimens, books and papers stacked helter skelter, Komfield looks pulled together with
gold-rimmed glasses and a crisp button-up shirt.
Kornfield's classes are some of the most popular on campus, especially forensics. He attributes
this to the "CSI effect," but "I think with the
absence of the shows, the subject is intrinsically
interesting." Komfield didn't start out in forensics, and is still a member of the zoology department.
He received his undergraduate degree from
Syracuse in Paleontology. He then switched to
Biology and got his graduate degrees from
SUNY-Stony Brook in ecology and evolution.
Post-doctorate, he worked for the Smithsonian
and traveled to Israel with his wife to study the
genetics of fish. When he looked for a job, one of
the first offers he got was from UMaine.
"It seemed the perfect fit. It was a good choice.
Freedom to do research, freedom to design classes." That includes SMS 120, which he teaches as
an interactive class. He brings in an orange filled
with red dye and throws it at the wall to demonstrate blood-spatter patterns. He brings in
firearms and bullets so the students can get a
first-hand look at them. He even goes so far as to
take a few drinks and perform a sobriety test to
show the students the effects of increasing
amounts of alcohol.
He has received calls from students years after
they took the class, and they used what they
learned from the alcohol experiment to test
whether someone they knew was drunk or not,
which may have stopped them from getting
behind the wheel. "That's worth it," Komfield
said.
Komfield used his love of marine science to
travel the world, including Israel, South America
and Asia where he studies species of fish in lakes.
For the past 10 years, he has worked for the

Maine Warden service, cataloging deer and
moose specimens, which led him to help other
labs when they found a strange animal, and they
needed it identified.
In Turner, Maine in 2006, he helped identify a
strange animal which turned out to be a dog, and
he used the example to show his class what can
happen when legends go too far.
His eyes light up when he talks about his
recent trip to Mexico with his three brothers, one
of whom is his twin, to study the legend of the
Chupacabra. The animal feeds on goat blood and
looks like something from the "Weekly World
News." According to Cryptomundo.com, "The
Chupacabra reportedly stands four to five feet tall
on two powerful hind legs. It has been known to
leap up to 20 feet. It has skin like a reptile that
can change colors to blend in with its surroundings. Spikes stretch from its head to the bottom of
its back. It has eerie red eyes and long fangs, with
a slimy forked tongue that constantly glides in
and out of its mouth." He has been working on a
hair sample taken from a fence to see if the mythical creature really exits. So far, he has not been
able to identify.
He has testified in court as an expert witness
and uses the cases as a learning opportunity for
his students. "What the students like best about
the course is the crime scene analysis at the end."
For the final project in SMS 120, he sets up a fake
crime scene, and students use the skills they
learned during the semester to collect evidence
and analyze the crime.
While he talks, his dog Sadie, who is never
far from his side, begs for attention. A threeyear-old Cockerpoo, she is one of the other loves
of Kornfield's life. Sadie is a regular fixture in
Kornfield's classes, and he thinks that she can
help many of the students relax. "It's a very
comforting thing to have a very gentle animal
moving around," he said while he scratched her
ears. He brings Sadie to class on.Tnesdays and
Thursdays because it gives his wife, who is a
high school teacher, an opportunity to go to the
gym. Sadie adds another dimension to his classes when she chases his laser pointer and finds
old coffee cups and rips them apart to lick out
the remnants.
Komfield leans back in his chair. He is at
home in his lab, which looks nothing like a CSI
lab with spotless equipment and high-tech
devices that spit out the answers to the crime in a
few minutes.
"What occurs on television is unfortunately
often fabricated." On "CSI" especially, the labs
and autopsy room feature dramatic lighting. "This
is a laboratory; you don't see anything dark," he
said, motioning around the room, which is bright
with fluorescent lights. It is not organized, and
quite dusty.
In forensics, there are only three outcomes: a
match, no match or impossible to tell if there is a
match. "In ordinary science, you form a hypothesis, and you test on it. Inevitably the answer to the
question leads to more questions." Next month,
some of his investigations on the Chupacabra will
be taped at NYU and shown on the History
Channel show "Monsterquest."
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Team tramples IvyLeague competition

Police
Beat

Students lackfundsfor national tournament

The bestfrom Orono, Old Town and UMaine'sfinest

When hunger strikes
Police received a call from a Memorial Union
Marketplace employee on April 24 at 12:47 p.m.
She reported a male had ordered a steak and
cheese sandwich and placed it in his pants pocket.
He then put a ham and vegetable sandwich from
the cooler in his other pants pocket and a juice in
his jacket pocket. The employee also saw him with
a yogurt, a soda, an apple and a plate of pasta. The
male then approached the counter to pay for the
apple, and was asked if he would like to pay for
anything else. He said he did not. A manager then
approached him and asked the same question. He
declined again. When officers arrived on the
scene, Joshua Randuzza,20,Fairfield, cooperated,
removing the two sandwiches from his pants, as
well as a yogurt and a juice from his jacket.
Randuzza was charged with theft by unauthorized
taking, stealing food valued at $11.88.

Burned in Florida
A residential student called police when she
noticed unusual activity on her debit card.
Between 7 a.m. on April 23 and noon on April 24,
her debit card was used several times in
Jacksonville, Ha. Charges added up to approximately $610. The student is still in possession of
the debit card, leading police to believe there is a
connection with the Haimaford breach. Police are
still on the case, working with the Jacksonville
Police Department.

dent noticed that his resident parking decal was
missing. The decal is valued at $50, and the case is
Currently under investigation.

Many missed calls
While studying in Fogler Library, a student lost
her silver Motorola cell phone. The student was
studying on the second floor of the library on April
24, where she claims to have set the phone down
in a cubicle. The cell phone is valued at $500.

Too focused on his work?
On April 23, police were contacted by a student
who had been studying in Fogler Library on April
18, and lost his cell phone. He left his Motorola
phone on a library pushcart and forgot about it. He
returned to look for it over the weekend, to no
avail. The phone is valued at $75, and the case is
still under investigation.

Streaked Lightning
A student was surprised when he returned to his
car on April 22. The resident parked his
Volkswagen Jetta-in the Hilltop Parking Lot at 7
p.m. on April 20 and came back to find numerous
scratches on the driver-side door and the left, rearquarter panel. Police believe someone keyed the
car, leaving $200 worth in damages. The case is
under investigation.

Run but can't hide from
thieves
After parking in several locations on campus
between 4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. on April 23, a stu-

SUMMER
JOBS
AVAILABLE
AT FISHER ENGINEERING
Must be at least 18 years of age
We need dependable people with good energy,
to assist our production departments by keeping them supplied with materials. and packing
the finished products.
Hours are 7:00 to 3:30, Mon — Fri
Pay is $10.00 per hour.
Three days of paid holiday
on July 2,3, and 4.
Stop by to fill out an application at
Fisher Engineering
50 Gordon Drive in the Rockland Industrial
Park
Fax: 207-701-4313
Email: Carrie@fisherplows.com
Web site: www.fisherplows.com
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Compiled by
Melinda Hart

By Heather Steeves
The forensics team at the University of Maine has never
solved a murder. Its members have probably argued about a
few though.
The speech and debate team, comprised of eight students,
won the North Eastern Regional Tournament, a debate competition which was in Boston this year. They trampled schools,
including Harvard and Emerson, with their speaking skills and
research. The team persevered without competing in all of the
events, without much funding and with only four years of
experience.
It takes about 20 hours per week of research from each team
member to prepare for a speaking competition, according to
team member Jenny Cohen. Each member needs to stay
informed on current events. This requires reading hundreds, if
not thousands of news articles.
For instance, in a seven-minute improvised competitive
speech, the team member must use eight to 12 sources. The
team is not given, and not allowed, to use research materials.
This means they get out the box. The team uses the weeks
before the tournament to fill its rubber bin with information.
Articles and other research pack the box. Before these improvised events, the members have a few minutes to gather their
research.
The team competed in 10 of the 11 speech events and none
of the debate events. Thankfully for the team, the debate events
are not weighted as heavily as the speech.
One of these is an improvised speech, which needs to be five
and a half minutes long. For this, the competing member must
give one quotation. The member is given a minute and a half
for research before he or she must go on. How Mike Huckabee
likes biscuits and gravy was the topic Moran had to speak on.
"I don't want to say any of it is complete bulls---," he said.
The team, though qualified to go to nationals, will not.
Though rich with devoted members and research, it is otherwise poor.
"It is difficult because we have to travel the farthest,"
Moran said. This year nationals are in Tennessee. He said the
schools the UMaine team competes against have coaches,
funding and scholarships for forensics. "It is not too intimidating," Moran said.
Members have started to fundraise for next year in the hopes
to going to nationals. Past fundraisers,included auctioning off
one of their members for a date.
Although speech and debate seem to come easy for the
members, getting to the competition can be a challenge. Last
year the group took a wrong turn into the Bronx when the driver and another member argued about TABOR and missed their
exit. "That was an adventure," Moran said. Library fines were
another debate which caused the team to again get lost.
The Northeastern event starts at 8 a.m. and ends at 8 p.m. It
would be too expensive for the team to stay in a hotel for the
night. Instead they make this, and the driving, a one-day trip.
In university vans — to save funds — the group breaks into spontaneous song. "None of us know all the words," Moran said
between the eight members, they can usually get all the lyrics.
Though the team is new, winning is not. "We only had time
to do two tournaments, but even then we were bringing home
trophies," said founding member Lyndsy Shuman of the team's
first semester.
Shuman now acts as a judge for the team — each team must
provide a judge, who assesses the other teams. "They tend to
try to eat you alive," Cohen said. In some cases the competitor
gives their speech to a judge in a one-on-one setting. "It is
intense," Shuman said. "They are judging just you."
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Laura Wood announced
most of the men being auctioned off, describing some
of
them in ways that amused
from page 1
the crowd, such as "there's
nothing this man can't handle" for Gustavo
Burkett, director of Campus Activities and
Events. Dan Fournier, the second date presented, took off his shirt for the bidders, drawing
screams and laughter from the audience.
"Everyone has a price, mine just happens to
be really low," said Eric Martin, who was one
of the dates.
The date auction had been planned for
ASBI's local counterpart, Alternative Spring
Break, according to Wood. ASBI needed an
idea for a fundraiser, so they switched it. They
hoped to make between $500 and $1,000 (the
date auction raised $840).
"It was really successful," Wood said.
The other dates being auctioned included
Martin, Owen McCarthy, the president of
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Lee Hunter.
The 11 women of ASBI introduced the
event and dates. They hope to raise $22,000
for their return trip to Nicaragua, where they
plan to help with project Chacocente. It is a
non-profit endeavor to move people from the
city dump Managua to the rural area of
Masaya, and teach them how to live independently.
The project aims to transform people, not
just give them food and shelter.
While in Nicuaragua, the 11 women of
ASBI plan to build a library and homes for
participants of the project.
So far, ASBI has raised $12,000.

Datin

Brett Sowerby + The Maine Campus
Stephanie Allard, Chelsea Mucciarune and Regia Kenneway sit outside of the Memorial Union selling lemonade.
said senior dancer
Becky Rogers. "But
now I
People always said
from page 2
he was really critical.
He is tough, but he's amazing."
Lacy, in return, said one of the greatest
values in teaching is seeing his students
grow from his advice and instruction,
using his tools to make dance work for
each individual person.
lb increase the available range of classes in the dance department, this year Lacy

Dancer

has added something new to the mix: a
very: popular course on yoga.
"I do a lot of yoga in my warm ups, and
yoga is my primary concentration right
now. It's the only thing I can do full out at
my age," Lacy said.
Lacy's facination with yoga began not
long after he fell in love with dance Lacy
was obligated to take a physical education
course because of a college requirement,
and he chose yoga. While he had the flexibility and strength from dance training,Lacy
found yoga just as invigorating, and as he

said, more body-friendly than dancing.
His current yoga class includes close to
46 students who meet Tuesday and
Thursday nights from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
His enjoyment of yoga and his desire to
share it with others inspired Lacy to open
his own center, called Central Street Yoga,
located in downtown Bangor.
"Even though I know I'll be giving up
some of my UMaine classes soon,I'll be at
the Center, where I'll be able to offer more
yoga [classes] and continue to grow,
myself."

idea of getting a presidential campaign, said Pomerleau
young soldier's was a great friend. "We went to high
view on things school together; it wasn'tjust some colin a way only a lege thing," he said.Pomerleau was prefrom page 1
fellow teenager sented with a petition recalling him from
could. Young people have the best sto- office, which led to his resignation.
Through the process, Pomerleau and
ries."
His series aired on WHQ0 three Mitchell's friendship died.
Now, it is time to pass the torch.
times a day for the two weeks he was in
Iraq. His radio experience led him to a Mitchell's May graduation leaves the
journalism major.
VPSE position, his "baby'as he said,to
In his spare time, Mitchell has been a new candidate: Andrew Gurke.
working toward a pilot's license, which Although Gtuke probably won't spend
he hopes to obtain by the end of the 60 hours a week in the small, windowsummer.
less office,Mitchell is confident with the
Although Mitchell said his senate newcomer. "He'll do well," Mitchell
experience is a positive one, he has hit said. The two have double-teamed on
some rough patches."I've made a lot of events such as Rock Against Rape.
"I'm excited to move on to my next
friends, but I've also lost a few because
of senate," he said. Mitchell, who said job," Mitchell said."I'll miss the senate,
he helped with William Pomerleau's SG but I'm ready to move on."

Mitchell

Apartments & Houses

For Rent
Orono & 01(1 Town
As low as $385 monthly per person
Efficiencies, 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 bedrooms
Available June 1 st & September 1st

KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono

h•• 866-7027
Check out our wehsite for
locations and prices.
Website: www.kemanagementinc.com
Its
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paid for most of his
college and living
expenses by himself. "I have been
from page 1
working
hard,
working 20 or more hours a week ever since
freshman year and have been able to manage myself well."
He hopes all the hard work pays off
because in five to 10 years he would like to
be working for L.L. Bean as a graphic
designer or working for a magazine or newspaper company doing layout and design.
Fourth-year political science major
Kandi Ames shares similar fears with
Mitchell. She worries about the friends she
will lose touch with but looks forward to the
future.
"Spring days on the mall with my friends
are some of my fondest memories and ones
that I will miss," she said.
Ames said her college experience was
better than she thought it would be.
"You can be anyone here, and the choice
is yours," she said. "I am going to miss college more than I thought."
She suggests next year's seniors get
involved."You're going to blink,and it will be

Goodbye

graduation. Leave nothing to chance," she said. of weeks.
the road, as she hopes to have her own home
Walter Duy, an electrical engineering
When she started college, she said she and family. "I see myself opening my own
major, fears the unknown. "Not knowing tried to come in without expectations. "I did daycare and helping nm my husband's logwhere I will be even next semester frightens expect to have more free time and more time ging company."
me," he said."The unknown is also exciting making lasting friends," she said. "Instead,I
UMaine President Robert Kennedy said
because I could be going to medical worked my way through, and I had a lot of it is important to recognize that many of the
school."
friends come and go."
2008 graduates have been here more than
While she and her husband thought about four years. "That time frame reminds us of
Wherever Duy ends up, he will remember the late nights and people at UMaine waiting to get married until they both fin- how much the university has changed and
ished school, she is glad they didn't.
grown since the class of 2008 entered
who made his college years what they are.
"I always have someone there when I cry UMaine," he said.
Julie Taylor will graduate with a degree
Kennedy said the achievements and qualin child development and family relations. and to celebrate my successes with," she
Taylor has added stress on top of gradua- said. "Right now, my husband and my mar- ity of UMaine's students caught on around
tion. She has been married for three months, riage are the only stable things, and if I did- the state, none more so than this year's senior
and while she graduates in May, her hus- n't have that, graduating and entering the class. "I am in awe of the quality and attribband won't be done until August.
real world would be overwhelming."
utes of UMaine students, and especially the
As graduation approaches, Taylor wants enormous prospects that class of '08 will
"It's hard, as I am trying to go out with
my friends as much as possible before we to prove she can succeed. "I hope that what have on our state and our society," he said.
part ways, and often my husband gets left I have learned, I will be able to remember "We will fondly remember the members of
when! go to job interviews."
home alone," she said.
the Class of 2008 for their individual and colTrying to find work is her biggest strugTaylor said she learned life isn't always lective contributions to UMaine's thriving,
gle."I have ajob lined up in Brewer,but my black and white and sometimes you have to dynamic academic community."
husband has most of his applications in the overlook things.
Dean of Students Robert Dana said to
southern part of the state," she said. "It is
There are some things she won't miss remember life is short, so live a good and
very difficult to find work when I don't about college. "It will be fuse if I am never full life. "Travel, open yourselves to new
know where I'll be."
woken up at 3 a.m. by a fire alarm or a fight ideas, thoughts and people and most imporTaylor said it is hard to have a job while in the hallway."
tant of all, don't take yourselves too seriousShe doesn't expect that to happen down ly," he said. "Remember to laugh."
knowing she may have to quit after a couple

five from late June through
October," Sarrantonio said.
Members in the community
can purchase half-shares and
from page 1
full-shares through the program and receive fresh, local
produce at a lower cost than the area supermarkets.
A full-share costs $405 and can feed four to five
people. Half-shares can feed two people for a cost
of $220.
Members who have shares in the program are
able to pick up their produce at the farm.
One of the student farmers working this year's
crop is David Merrill, a third-year student at
UMaine. Merrill, along with Stephanie Sosinski and
Dave Lamarche, will organize and run the guild this
year.
"The food guild is closely tied with the [sustainable agriculture] program. Our advisors keep tabs
on us while we farm, and it's kind of understood
that many of the sustainable agriculture students
will take their turn behind the wheel, so to speak,"
Merrill said.
Students who take part in the BBFG can fulfill
their graduation requirement of three credit hours of
"field experience," Merrill said.
The students co-manage the organization and
have unpaid responsibilities designing promotional
materials, selling shares, processing shares, select-

Food

ing varieties of produce and ordering seeds for the
season and starting the seedlings. These preparations start in January, but students are paid $7.50 an
hour from May to the end of September.
"We can't pay ourselves more in excess of 40
hours each week, though we'll put in many more.
That's agriculture," Merrill said.
Maintaining the crops can be a battle. The students
take on a great deal of responsibility because they are
contracting themselves with shareholders. They have
to plan for anything that could arise during the growing season like unpredictable weather and pests.
In order to be organicly certified, the students
must log all their farm activity and they can only
use certain types of natural pesticides that are
derived from plants, Merrill said.
Students usually control weeds by hand, and this
year the students will be testing out a new tool
called the Weed Master. The human-powered
machine adapts tractor toolbars for smaller scale
use, and was designed and built by farmers in
Finland.
This week the field work will start for students
when they transfer their seedlings in the greenhouse
and plant them.
The students plan to provide a weekly newsletter, which includes observations from the field, crop
forecast for upcoming weeks, recipes and bios of
themselves.

Test your stock market skills with the
members of SPIFFY!
Participate in our stock picking competition from April 1st through April 30th.
Each participant starts with $100,000 of virtual cash; whoever has the portfolio
with the most value at the end wins a prim. Everyone is welcome to sign up and
compete against each other.
7.
0p Red
To enter simply follow these steps:
I.
2.
4.
5.

°I7neThrnral
oli
trietsl
"
4
71th:

•Dana

Fnincey
(Jo to; vse.marketwatch.com
Create an account
810ton She
Select "Find a Game to Join" in the top left cornet
Enter U_Maine when prompted for the game Ill
Enter SPIFFY for the game password
Now select "MAKE A TRADE" in the top left comer and start trading!

SPIFFY is a student organization run exclusively by undergraduate students. Together
we research and discuss stock market activities and decide how to manage our portfoIM which has a current worth well over $1.000,000 of real money. Everyone is
welcome to join us every Monday at 6:15 p.m. in DPC 117.
Please direct any questions to jason.lavigne@umit.maine.edu
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Ending the year with
an eye toward the next
It is the end of the semester. This has given us time to
reflect on what did and did not work this school year.
Next year, we would like to see more diversity in the
entertainment Student Government brings to campus.
This includes bands from genres other than emo and
more guest lectures. Hiring Andrew Gerke as the vice
president of Student Entertainment, we believe,is a great
first step in achieving this, as he can bring fresh ideas to
SG.
We would also like to have more university-sponsored events for graduating seniors, with more revolving
around non-drinking activities.
Another step to helping seniors adjust to their postcollege life would be to have a wider-encompassing
career fair. This year's had a lot of employers, but
seemed to target a narrow field of majors.
Although the campus has made baby steps toward
becoming greener, we believe the University of Maine
should be taking bigger steps, supporting existing green
programs and leading the way toward a more ecofriendly future.
Students seemed opposed to the change from Web
DSIS to MaineStreet for class signups this year, but
looking back we think this was a great change. The university clearly wanted to make student sign-ups more
convenient and less stressful, and it succeeded.
Lastly, we hope UMaine will look to students for
input on important upcoming changes.
In sum, we hope student and university leaders continue to push for innovation and growth next year.
The above editorial is written by the editorial board, whose members
are Fryk Salvaggio,Derek Dobachesicy,Alicia Mullins, Brett
Sowerby, Heather Steeves, Nick McCrea, Rebekah Rhodes,
AtIrikUlDe Iless, Dana Bulba, Jessica Fish and Meghan Ilayward.
Editor in Chief 1,Ay1 Saho
eicOvinainecampus.com
Business Mgr. Andrew Johnson 581.1272
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Graduating with a major in
leaving words of wisdom
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Brett Sowerby
Being a graduating senior, some may say I've been around
the block. Some may say I've seen my fair share. Some might
just say I'm used up and bitter. Whatever the case may be, I
feel I will be walking away from the University of Maine with
at least a few bits of wisdom — gained from my own missteps
— that I feel obligated to pass on to the youngsters out there.
Drink less booze. This might sound strange coming from
someone who writes a column titled "Beer Police," but more
bad decisions can be made in one belligerently drunk evening
than the entire rest of a college career. I am not encouraging
complete sobriety — although I hear good things — but moderation is fantastic. It ought to be understood that the goal of
nights out is to have a good time, not pray to the porcelain
god and regret your drunken hook-up the next morning.
Watch less television. One will never be counting down
their last weeks of college life and think,"Damn,I wish I had
sat inside more often and caught up with 'Lost." There is
enough to do in Orono/Bangor/the state of Maine that the old
excuse of "there's nothing to do" doesn't hold water.
Go to at least one UMaine production per year. Chances
are you might actually know someone in the performance,
and they are surprisingly well-done shows. They're usually
free and at worst, you've lost a couple hours and gained
something to bitch about for the next few days.
Go to all the lectures that fit in your schedule. Despite
being mostly out in the sticks, interesting individuals come to
UMaine — besides the MythBusters. Some of the most intellectually stimulating events I've been to were not part of any
class, simply lectures I've attended.
Peruse the "Announcements and Alerts" folder on
FirstClass. Despite what you may think, there are oft-overlooked events in there.
Speaking of FirstClass, keep your log-on time to a minimum and avoid the UMaine Forum. It's a life-sucking force
that encourages people to get in semi-anonymous "flame
wars." The majority of the posts are made by the same dozen
people that have insane views.

Don't get too upset over people with insane views, and
meet new people. You will never meet all of UMaine's most
interesting individuals, but you might as well try. They don't
usually seek seclusion, often hiding in obvious places like the
Oakes Room or even the editorial board of your local newspaper. You will hear views that don't necessarily jive with
your own. hear these people out. At least be understanding as
to why they feel the way they do. This doesn't mean you have
to agree with them. It makes you a better person to understand
multiple viewpoints.
Become involved in one group that doesn't make you feel
like you're paying for friends. It becomes both easier and
harder to get involved as your class standing rises. This
dichotomy exists because of vacating upperclassmen and the
inevitability of finding a comfortable groove. Find something
you're interested in and give your time to it, even if it doesn't
pay.
Things do not always fall into your lap. It would be nice if
things were handed to you, but it is a rarity that it works out
this way. You will need to strive in order to take advantage of
the majority of the opportunities presented.
Write for the newspaper — even if it's not The Maine
Campus. There is something definitively satisfying about seeing your name in print, and the Bangor Daily News often publishes student articles and opinion pieces.
Support local establishments. The next time your friends
decide to go out to Olive Garden or Denny's, convince them
to check out the Thai place on Mill Street or the Indian joint
in Bangor. The food may be a little pricier, but you would be
giving your money to your neighbors, not a corporation based
in New York. Some places even accept MaineCards
Don't be too proud to admit fault or deny help. People hate
perfect individuals. It makes you approachable to show your
flaws. Flaunt them. Be aware of your limitations and work on
them.
Enjoy your time here. With that said, know when you

See PEARLS on page 9
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Progress Report:
Depressing depictions of
Teachers have lives
current events highlight need
outside of the classroom for change in an election year
Christina Berube

Jennifer 0. Smith
Let's face it: We live in an age where your child — when we are in our teacher
everything one puts online can be seen. clothes and mindset. Thus, my second
Employers now search possible candi- point We do have lives outside of the
dates' profiles on sites like Facebook and school building. We don't just curl up in
Myspare to determine whether or not the our supply cabinets like academic mumapplicant is the kind of person they want mies, to be rediscovered every Monday
to hire. Got some pictures up that you through Friday morning by our students.
wouldn't want seen? You might want to If you are concerned, schedule a meeting
take a moment and make your profile with your child's teacher, or see if he or
she has a school-only email address.
friends-only or private.
Finally, you would probably think
Think that was a pain? Now imagine
someone monitoring everything you say teachers have it pretty easy. We get three
and do. Welcome to the life of a potential months out of the year off, right? We
teacher. We have to be wary of how acces- know exactly what to do and say, without
sible our profiles are in case our students any preparation. IfI hear this coming from
decide to look us up online. This was one more person....
In fact, teachers spend hours of their
learned the hard way last year by Stacy
own time working on
Snyder, a student at
lesson and unit plans.
Millersville University
We
accommodate
in Pennsylvania, whose
[Teachers]don'tjust curl learners. We do everyMyspace page featured
a photo of her with the up in our supply cabinets thing from carrying in
students who have hurt
"Drunken
caption
like academic mummies, to themselves falling off
Pirate."
the slide to breaking up
In the college of
be rediscovered every
fights and make-out
education, we are given
a few suggestions on
Monday through Friday sessions in the corridors, depending on the
how to avoid trouble,
such as not buying morning by our students. age of the students. We
deal with everything
alcohol in the same city
the students bring in
or town you teach in.
Let's think about this: When I'm at the with them,from the student bawling their
supermarket,I can't simply pick up a six- eyes out because this is the first time away
pack or a bottle of wine because a parent from their parents to the teenage angst and
might see me with it Instead,I should go the "I'm going to drop out not even going
out of my way to pick up one item, thus to college, so why should I care?' attiwasting gas and forcing me to spend more tudes. We try to stop bullying before it can
money. Just because I am walking seriously hurt a child. We spend our sumthrough the supermarket with alcohol mers in conferences or taking classes to
does not mean I am on a raging bender. So stay up to speed. My third point, then, is
here's one way to make teachers' lives this: Please, please do not assume that we
easier Remember that old adage about have an easy job.
assuming, and try to treat us like we're
If nothing else, at least thank a teacher
that you've made it this far.
responsible.
Jennifer 0. Smith is an elementary
Also, when we are out shopping or
dining at a restaurant, that's not the time education major with a life sciencefocus,
we want to talk about our students. We're who will be student teaching in the fall
more than happy to speak with you about and then teaching middle school science.
should finish up.
They say graduating
in four years is kind
from page 8 of like leaving a
party at 9 p.m., but
no one wants to be the guy passed out
in a corner, covered in Magic Marker
at 5 a.m. I know I am being quite cliche
when I say this, but my college experi-

Pearls

l- aVaM

ence did not last as long as I had anticipated. Four years seems like a long
time when you're 18, yet when 22 rolls
around, it's hard to explain where all
the time went. Seeing as time is money,
spend yours wisely.
Bretty Sowerby once was blind but
now is old instead.

Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down

• Googlit!
• Chocolate soy milk
• Mystery guacamole
• Myriad things
• Iron Mic: Eli Porter vs. Envy (YouTube)
•I ast issues
•Secret he4rts
• Mysterious Onells
• Almost graduating
• Missing dictionaries

Before coming to the University of
Maine, I never followed the news, gas
prices, politics or anything having to do
with current events too closely. I only
knew about issues that I heard my parents
or teachers speak about, but I never cared
too much about any of it. Now that my first
year as a political science major is ending,
I can say that I have been following the
news a lot more closely and I only feel
more depressed and hopeless because of it.
Thanks to the Collegiate Readership
Program, I have been able to pick up a
copy of the Bangor Daily News free every
morning before leaving Cumberland Hall
for class. Each time I open the newspaper I
am filled with despair. All I ever seem to
read about is soaring gas, food and clothing prices, global climate issues and how
just about everyone — including doctors,
bankers and lawyers — are going broke. It
constantly makes me wonder what kind of
world we are creating.
I can't remember the last time I was able
to completely fill the gas tank in my
Toyota Camry. I am constantly wondering
how people are able to survive on our
state's minimum wage of $7.00 an hour. I
remember growing up and never having to
worry about these things. My parents
always seemed financially stable, but now
with the way the economy is, I worry about

how my tuition will be paid and I can't
help but feel a strong sense of guilt when I
ask them for help with money. Reading the
.newspaper has been a huge wake-up call. I
notice the prices of groceries and gas more
than I used to.
To me,our country could not seem more
hopeless. I am struggling to choose a presidential candidate whom I trust to help turn
our country around. I fear that another
Republican president will want to carry on
the war which could lead us deeper into
this mess, or if I chose a Democratic candidate taxes will rise and money will continue to be anywhere other but my wallet.
To me, choosing a president is more than
what political party they belong to, but
what they actually plan on doing for our
country and in this election, the stakes are
high. Whoever wins the election has a lot
to change.
With our country possibly heading into
a recession, I think it is important to
rethink the way many of us are living our
lives. I will continue to read the newspaper
in hopes that one day I will not be discouraged by what I am reading. I hope that one
day our country will be able to thrive like
it once did. In the meantime, I might invest
in a bicycle.
Christina Berube is a first-year political
science major.

Mapping our lives
without ever truly
knowing their nature
Emin Okutan
When flying over vast fields — probably in some state between Louisiana and
Washington — it is impossible to compare
your size to the tiny-looking buildings
below. People look like marching ants digging in and out of the earth. I start sinking
into ontology; there wasn't much else, —
being stuck in tight seats, a busy man sitting next to me eyeing his reports on
Sarbanes Oxley.
I reached the conclusion that our perception on mapping the whole world was a
proof of our vanity as humans. Countless
agreements scribbled on the world texture
trying to cover lands and properties can
only do so much. Barbed wires reach the
skies fed by the lives of many who have no
idea why they were wired in the first place.
The world is mapped out to prove to ourselves that we own the earth, we have it
covered. I smile.
Graduation is coming soon and, sharing
a fate with some of you, I have no future
mapped out. I've spent two years back
home and two years in the state of Maine,
which I couldn't point out on the map
before I came. My University of Maine life
was a shelter under trees, disguised by
snow divided by rivers. I was sheltered
from the rest of the world, away from the
carnage, the confusion and the seduction of
an urban jungle.
I realized I could sustain my addiction
to the jungle chaos by keeping up with the
newspaper. Newspaper was a similar misperception; I was deceived by the impression that I knew what was going on around
the world by keeping up with it. It wasn't
correct mapping; The world I was trying to
keep up with wasn't mine, probably not
even yours. Our lives were out of touch,

out of reach to the newspapers.
The more I waltz with my Mathilda —
my backpack moving from one place to
another through the empty fields, and read
newspaper fiction, the more I reach another reality. The more I crawl over the land,
sky being the only constant, the more it
dawns on me that I know so little about my
nature. What I know about the world by
connecting lines and settlements can never
speak to me about what the world is about.
The same is true by what I know about my
nature: Human nature is only a map, not the
land. The maps were bound to rot but the
earth is endless and we still know so little.
You may ask what made me smile soaring over the American plains. It was a simple idea: We can never enslave the land. In
our minds and our daily conversations by
the coffee house, we speak of a life as if
it's our property, our pet. The world doesn't care about our boundaries, our limits,
our foolish attempts on destroying each
other to elect its master. It's infinite
because we can never cover it with our
steps in our lives. The same goes for our
nature.
Our attempts to understand ourselves is
futile; our nature is beyond our reach,
therefore infinite — just like the American
plains. Yet I assure you that to walk the
earth and walk your nature — not caring to
reach the finite, not enslaving it by possession, not oppressing — limits and blinds
your nature and everyone else's. I wish that
you all have a walk without a destination,
leaving a trace of personality that will outlive our vanity.
Emin Okutan Es a graduating senior and
president of the International Student
Association.

ARTS
"Art Matters"
2008 Juried Student Art Show
Daily, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Lord Hall Gallery

MUSIC
Broadway Nights
A night of music & comedy
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 30
Minsky Recital Hall
Lidral Duo
Chamber Jazz Afternoon
Concert Series
4:15 p.m
Thursday, May 1
The Bear's Den

LECTURES
Patricia Sithole
New Writing Series
4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 29
Hill Auditorium, Barrows

MAINE DAY

Wednesday, April 30

(Loud) Group Marching
8 a.m.
All over campus
A-O-Pie in the face
Throw pies at the Greeks
11 a.m.
Steam Plant Lot
$1/pie
Oozeball
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Steam Plant Lot
Hot dog eating contest to follow

OF CLASSES
5 p.m.
Friday, May 2
Celebrate responsibly

This is the last issue of The
Maine Campus for the academic
year. Thank you for making this a
fun and worthwhile newspaper.

If you would like your
event posted in The Maine
Campus Style calendar, send
time, day, date, place and fee
information to Brett Sowerby
on FirstClass.
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By Kegan Zema
Last Thursday the Maine
Channel held their 2nd Annual
Film Festival in Room 101,
Neville Hall. The festival,
which featured a multitude of
student films, drew a large
crowd,filling much of the lecture hall. The audience was
treated to popcorn, candy,
soda and pizza before the
films were shown, but when
the lights finally went down,
after some technical difficulties, the crowd was eager to
see what kind of film talent
the University of Maine had to
offer.
The festival began with a
film
13-minute
entitled
"Honor Among Thieves,"
directed by Paul Goodman.
This epic tale of camaraderie,
theft and Michael Bolton, was
told from the perspective of
one of the thieves. His fastpaced, foul-mouthed commentary drew plenty of laughs, as
did the ridiculous situations
shown throughout the film. It
was certainly a great way to
start the show and set the tone
for the films to come.
Next was "ThinIcing With
Portals," also directed by Paul
Goodman in addition to Kurt
Krohne. This film, part of a
capstone project, was a special
effects masterpiece, playing
on the idea of the video game
"Portal." In the film, the main
character happened upon a
portal that took him on his
own mini-adventure.
Dimwitted
the
"Alex
Carpenter," directed by Greg
Wonder, was the biography of
a fictional man named Alex
who wasn't exactly the brightest bulb. It was supposedly an

installment of the show her. While a bit depressing, it
"Lifestyles of the Mundane was powerful.
"A-13," directed by Brian
and Useless," and lived up to
this expectation. The film got Monahan, was a trippy film,
its share of laughs, of course, ripe with post-production
especially during the purpose- effects. It was based around
fully awkward changes in two books, but mainly consistcamera angle as the host ed of jerky images over its
Marty Stevens told Alex's approximately three-minute
story.
run time.
The film that ended the first
The mockumentary on
hamburgers entitled "Mad half of the festival was perCow Disease" was a ridicu- haps the most poignant.
lous look at the familiar dish. Consisting of just audio and
Directed
pictures,
Thomas
by
still
Barrows, the film was
"Back
..,••
a combination of
Home"
Food
"Fast
tells the
•
•
•
. gi "'-0and
Nation"
0.:1 story of a
"Borat," featuring
woman
narration by a forfacing economic preseign man in a
absurd dialect. The
sures
and
subtitles
dealing with
only
the
enhanced
the American
absurdity of the
healthcare sysmaterial
/ tem. A touching
narrative with
screen, • .•
powerful
as the
imagery, director
•••
camMcGovern
Colin
'
•30.
certainly got to the
era
went
core of issues facing many
people.
behind the scenes in
After a short intermission,
one local restaurant and to a
backyard.
the crowd filed back into their
"Papyrus" was a unique seats. The first film up was a
animated short directed by documentary
David
by
Peter Rimkunas. It showed the Nickerson on the Alaska Folk
process of ancient Egyptian Festival. The film was
papyrus being constructed extremely well done, encomthrough flying black and white passing a variety of footage to
images. It was an impressive capture the music, people and
piece of artwork and ingenu- fellowship present at the festiity.
val. It had a professional feel,
Next was a short film about and gave the audience a perand
betrayal
dishonesty. spective on a culture all the
"Bang Bang," sdirected by way across the country.
Joseph Pelletier, was the dark
"The Missing Ladder,"
tale of an unfaithful lover and another film directed by Greg
the revenge one man seeks on Wonder, was a short look at a

man.trying to find a ladder.
Keeping the same themes as
Wonder's previous work, there
were laughs, but the best part
was perhaps Tom Waits' raspy
vocals.
Director Joseph Pelletier
had another film in the festival. "Life, With a Soundtrack"
exemplified how an intense
soundtrack can make any
everyday event seem extraordinary. The account of one
man's bowel movements was
far from the most appropriate
of tasks to set to an epic
soundtrack, but it elicited
much laughter.
The one-minute commercial for "Bruno's Bargain
Taxidermy" was a comical
prelude to "Puncher," directed
by Patrick Gill. "Puncher," a
crowd favorite, was a ludicrous tale of friendship,
betrayal and, of course,
punching. The nearly '10minute film told the tale of
two fighters who trained
together for many years until
the lure of monetary wealth
made one man betray the
other. The film was completely absurd, but incredibly
funny, featuring an original
soundtrack and plenty of comical awkwardness. While the
artistic quality may not have
been top-notch, the hilarious
songs, outfits and dialogue
certainly hit the nail on the
head.
"Runaway," directed by
Kevin Bailey, was an inspirational look at one man's relationship with running. It was a
poignant tale of how far a little support from friends and
family can go, and how run-

See FILM on page 13
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WMEB welcomes comedian
Ryan Waning to visit Orono's downtown bar scene

RCIFLCon

I

night by three other acts. Dustin
Beckelman is a Portland native
On Tuesday,April 29,WMEB, now working and performing out
the University of Maine's radio of Los Angeles, California
station, welcomes comedian Ryan Beckelman recently toured the
Waning to Woodman's Pub in United States with "The Insiders
suspects make headlines
downtown Orono for an evening of Comedy," hitting 30 plus states Internet personalities meet in Boston — usual
and performing at numerous
of alternative stand-up comedy.
40 pounds and I know this cos- bulls---," said Maynard.
Making his name as part of Funny Bones, Boston's Comedy By Eryk Salvaggio
While many are tempted to
tume isn't flattering," Maynard
in
Stop
Laff
New York's hip comedy under- Connection and The
ideas on
For two days, Internet fanat- said. Nonetheless, when pic- explain the spread of
ground, while maintaining a resi- Houston, Texas, where he perof new
product
a
as
Internet
the
suit
dence in Maine, Waning has formed a string of dates with ics converged on the MIT cam- tures of him wearing the
the
of
idea
the
y,
technolog
"My
Internet,
pus, in the hopes of catching showed up on the
become a regular at some of the Christian Finnegan.
alfundament
is
meme
Internet
a
in
wn
upside-do
turned
Travesty in Training is a col- the micro-celebrities of a medi- life
most prestigious venues in comely the same as the way jokes
dy. He has performed at Gotham lege favorite all over New um in which, in the words of matter of hours."
Not all of it was pretty — get told. As a result, studying
Comedy Club,COMEX NYC and England, bringing their brand of musician Momus,"everyone is
darker, more cynical communi- the way jokes get told on the
Catch a Rising Star with insights acoustic comedy to a number of famous for 15 people."
a simplified
ROFLCon is a convention ties like Somethingawful.com Internet allows for
that are as vicious as they are university campuses in the past
into how
insight
earn
to
model
time,
same
the
at
intelligent. Drawing comparisons two years. The duo, comprised of about the intricacies of the were brutal;
way we
the
changes
y
technolog
getting
started
Maynard
Jello
Internet meme. Memes — proto Bill Hicks and Doug Stanhope, Ray Harrington and
communicate.
Ryan's attacks on pop culture, the Phinney, blend their diverse nounced "meems," is a term requests from morning-show
"Internet humor is localized
as
on
him
bring
would
who
DJs
a
wicked
in
with
Dawkins
talents
musical
Richard
general,
by
in
devised
life
government and
said Alice Marwick, a
humor,"
he
and offers no apologies. sense of humor to create their sig- his book, "The Selfish Gene," a guest to mock him, which
at New York
student
Ph.D
es
experienc
worst
the
recently nature performance blend. Think to describe the ways in which called
Chuckledumpercom
spoke on the
who
,
University
had.
but
ever
less
he's
,
evoluthe
Conchords
Darwinian theories of
referred to Waning as "One of the Flight of
brities."
"Microcele
of
subject
ended
y,
Maynard
Eventuall
culZealand.
New
human
to
comics"
apply
tion could
country's top emerging
like any
—
internet
the
Cony Pelsor is a relative new- ture. Today, a meme is what we up on "Jimmy Kimmel Live" On
alongside such acts as Patrice
is given
fame
—
culture
other
es.
O'Neal and Robert Kelly. He is comer to the comedy scene cur- call funny pictures of cats that for a total of 15 appearanc
traits
the
possess
who
people
to
on
jokes
of
butt
• While the
waves on say "011 HAI."
making
one of the finalists in this year's rently
possess:
to
wants
most
culture
am
,
mainstre
telscene
television
comedy
In the days of broadcast
Portland's Funniest Professional Portland's bustling
up for himcontest, hosted by the Comedy as a regular at Portland's Comedy evision and films, celebrity Maynard said the people who Maynard standing
folk
Internet
an
him
was scarce, explained David talk to him or read his blog get self makes
Connection in Portland, and will Connection.
wit
t
intelligen
the
does
so
here;
This Tuesday's show at Weinberger, a Fellow at the it on a different level.
be featured at this year's Boston
North
Ryan
like
someone
of
saying,
of
m
mechanis
"Your
Woodman's is free of charge.
Ilarvard Berkman Center, in
Comedy Festival.
his keynote speech. "It was all 'this is who I am, f--- you' It's (Dinosaur Comic Guy) or
Waning will be joined Tuesday
awesome," said one audience Randall Monroe(XKCD Guy).
about alienation."
With the Internet capable of
Now, technology is "taking member.
g a limitless supply of
supportin
an
unlikely
is
Maynard
revenge on 100 years of broads, it's only natural
subculture
world.
broadcast
a
in
cast" by emphasizing the celebrity
give us an explosion
can
it
that
like
people
are
so
then,
e
But
homemad
of
imperfections
d, who traded of Web celebrities, with its
Finalists battlefor victor in final round of The Project media. "Perfection is the Kyle MacDonal
credibility," up from a red paperclip until he own definition of "famous"
of
enemy
Here" with Emery on rhythm gni-, Weinberger explained. "We're was able to purchase a house in stretching to include people no
By Benjamin Costanzi
tar, employing a percussive Niep ceasing to believe that which is rural Canada. While there are one has ever really heard of,
they made while
The scene was shifted to the technique with "hot stuff' &tile) too perfect. There's got to be a some celebrities who are born for something
work.
at
bored
Tila
—
from the Internet
prahlem somewhere."
Main Dining Room on Tuesday on lead doing his scale thing
Next up were the', Snits ()I
Which is what brings us to Tequila comes to mind — there
night for the long-awaited final
Web sites:
round of Java Jive's 2008 edition David. Before they took the stage, 'Iroil Guy. Jay Maynard is a 47- are fewer who can make it last
g
roflcon.or
backmedia
l
hand
their
traditiona
that
.
without
revealed
Minnesota
100
was
it
than
year-old man from
of The Project. More
t
tronguy.ne
self-proboth
from
Tequila's
derive
fact
them.
in
does
ing
While
name
musia
Tron.
to
of
fan
a
treated
also
were
He is
spectators
rclip.blogspot.com
oneredpape
cal duel between finalists Brianna of their fathers being, named planning to attend a science moted CD, for example, sold
m
qwantz.co
than
twins
copies
were
Choice David, not that they
The
fiction conference, Maynard significantly fewer
Finnegan,
xkcd.com
a
as
serves
same
the
It
with
birth
expected.
at
used his LiveJournal to share she
Professionals — Nick Mather on separated
guitar and Karl Varian on trumpet father named David. They kicked plans for an elaborate costume warning to anyone who uses
— and Sons of David — Jonah things off with their original made of spandex with glowing the net in a conscious effort to
Hill and Geoff Debree. Acting as "Blame" featuring Hill on lead pieces of armor powered by 10 make money or fame.
"People on the Internet are
quasi-masters of ceremony for the vocal. He sounded a lot like Rick AA batteries and a Nine-Volt.
on
week
a
spent
he
if
"I know I need to lose about remarkably adept at spotting
event were previous Project assis- Danko would
and
ship
mother
Funkadelic
and
the
tant players Jon Bailey
Jocelyn Emery, who performed significantly increased the funkiintermittently throughout. Bailey ness of his voice in the process.
began the evening's festivities They played an original called
with a slowed down acoustic cover "The Waning Daylight," which
of Outkast's "Hey Ya" which was was a slowly building climax type
the beginning of a trend of ironic of song about a broken relationship. "Recognize the Fiend" took
covers.
The Choice Professionals were the set on an introspective turn, as
the chosen starters, and they began Debree stretched his vocal chords
with their original song "The End to bare the soul of the lyrics' interof You," a reprise from their per- nal struggle. Harmonically, this
formance in the qualifying round, song was well put together, and it
which, according to front man ended with an extended solo from
Nick Mather, is "popularly known Debree, which Hill then picked up
as the bitch song." They followed seamlessly and ran with. This one
with another original, "Continue," got big applause.
The fireworks came with the
during which Mather recovered
number, though, which was
next
mic
over
knocked
nearly
a
from
with the help of Varian, and pro- prefaced with the description,"We
ceeded to tear into a mariachi- decided a long time ago that if we
inflected breakdown. "Always" made it to the finals we'd do a realwas more of the same, a song ly cool medley." What followed
about troubled romance and anoth- was a blending of Dave Matthews
er great closing guitar solo with Band's "So Much To Say,"
trumpet that sounded out of a Radiohead's "Karma Police," The
Sergio Leone western. Their last Red Hot Chili Peppers' "Can't
song, a crowd favorite called "Just Stop," Guster's "Amsterdam,"
Stthnd's
Like Anybody," was an explicit Incubus' "Drive,"
examination of the sexual tension "Outside," The Beatles'"I Am The
that can sometimes occur between Walrus," Tenacious D's "Tribute,"
John Mayer's "Your Body is a
torn lovers.
Eryk Salyaggio + The Maine Campus
Wonderland," We,ezer's "Beverly
stage
the
took
MCs
The
table. The sculpture will be
a
to
glued
are
saucers
and
cups
Cups - Meant to be viewed sideways,
between sets and played one of
13
page
on
JIVE
JAVA
See
on display at the open Artist's studio May 1.
Emery's originals called "Right
By Lucas Peterson

Last call for winners
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Chic clothes for that soon-to-be-graduate 'Greasy'tunes light Minsky
Bella Luna offers high-class apparel without the long drive to the big city
By Katee Stearns
Upon graduating this year,
many University of Maine students will be faced with major
decisions. Some will remain at
home in their own apartment or
move back in with mom and dad.
Others will be launching careers
in and out of state. Either way, a
major change most graduates will
face is that they will not be able
to roll out of bed, throw on a
baggy pair of grey sweats and a
T-shirt and stroll in to class five
minutes late.
Graduates will be accumulating a more professional and perhaps fashion-forward wardrobe
to help them land their first
internship or job. It's also natural
to assume women, more so than
men, will place more emphasis
on finding the perfect outfit to
wear to an interview or meeting.
Rather than turning to expensive
online sites, letting the gas tank
take a major hit by driving down
to Portland or even Boston for
the latest trends, female graduates need look no further than
downtown Bangor for fashion at
their fingertips.
In the mix of storefronts on
brick and granite buildings in
downtown, a boutique called
Bella Luna still glows just before
closing time.
At 8 p.m. on a Wednesday
night, the warmth of the shop
filled with chic collections of
designer fashions, trendy shoes
and handcrafted accessories
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remains welcoming and friendly. fashion marketing in Michigan.,
Sitting amid the racks and Van Frankenhuyzen managed a
shelves of items that didn't find a boutique in Seattle, Wash., where
new home that day,a woman pre- she met her husband,Ahmed. His
viously engaged in an intricate job led them to the East Coast,
project looks up and smiles. Her where Van Frankenhuyzen saw
head is wrapped delicately in a huge opportunity in a chance to
hijab, that frames her youthful, bring something new to the area.
Van
by
Bangor,
freckled face.
It is clear now that she is Frankenhuyzen's standards, is a
working bits of metal and wire decent sized and well-populated
around elaborate beads that will area, and she does not feel threatsoon become a new pair of ear- ened by other clothing competitors, such as the Bangor Mall.
rings.
"I don't really try to compete
"It keeps my hands busy,"
Heather
Van with the mall because I know we
says
Frankenhuyzen, the owner of the can't," Van Frankenhuyzen said.
"The mall as far as advertising,
boutique.
Stopping for a moment, she price and quantity is beyond what
extends one of her small pale we can compete with, so we get
hands in greeting, adding that she stuff they won't or can't have.
has been making jewelry since We have lines that you can't find
at big department stores, most
she was eight.
Van Frankenhuyzen has you can't find around here at all."
Since Bella Luna is independalways loved fashion. Even
growing up in the small town of ently owned, Van Frankenhuyzen
Bath, Mich., where pajama pants is able to stock her racks and
and T-shirts were a common shelves full of unique items that
trend in her high school, Van are tailored to the wants and
appreciated needs of her customers. While
Frankenhuyzen
dressing up. She has come to the she keeps the latest trends in
realization women don't dress up mind, she doesn't feel it necesfor men, a commonly perceived sary to stick to every single one.
notion, rather they dress up to To acquire her items, she places
orders online, or attends national
compete with other women.
"Where I grew up, there were trade shows to get a feel for what
more cows than people," Van she thinks will create the best
Frankenhuyzen said. "I graduat- mix of options. Skinnyjeans, baled with less than 60 kids in a let flats and billowy tops have
public school, but I would dress been among her shoppers'
to the nines when I went out with
See BELLA LUNA
my girlfriends."
on page 13
After achieving her degree in

Jazz ensemble let loose in their last show of the year
By Lisa Haberzettl
When asked what jazz is,
Louis Armstrong once said,
"Man, if you got to ask, you'll
never know." To the untrained
or uninterested ear, jazz songs
may all blend together into one
long improvised solo. The
trained ear, on the other hand,
will become indignant when
someone confuses a Duke
Ellington for a Charlie Parker.
Of course, none of this matters if you couldn't get in to the
University of Maine Jazz
Ensemble concert held last
Thursday in Minsky Recital
Hall. This was perhaps one of
the only shows on campus
when it helped to "know someone."
Door
attendants
explained five minutes before
the concert was set to begin
that the house was, so far as
they could tell, full and they let
people who knew a performer
or paid for their tickets in first.
The stage in Minsky was set
for intimacy. A forest green
curtain hung behind the band,
which sat on a green oriental
rug. To either side were potted
ornamental trees.
Having missed "Take the A
Train" by Billy Strayhom and
"Don't Git Sassy" by Thad
Jones, I came in to conductor
Jack Burt introducing "Harlem
Airshaft" by Duke Ellington.
"It's hipper than `In the
Mood,— Burt said, referring to
the famous big band piece popularized by Glenn Miller.
Next was "Splanky" by Neal
Hefti, who is probably most
known for composing the old
Batman television show theme
song.
"Wrap Your Troubles in
Dreams" by Barris, Koehler
and Moll featured Mesa
Schubeck on vocals. An optimistic song, Burt explained it
has been recorded by everyone
from Frank Sinatra to Incubus.
by
Charles
"Moanin"
Mingus featured the kind of

bass line you'd feel for the rest
of the night and into the early
hours of the next day.
"It's kind of greasy," Burt
said, meaning that the song was
composed of a plethora of
improvisations.
The first set closed out with
"Hunting Wabbits," by Gordon
Goodwin. Written during World
War II for Warner Brothers'
cartoons, you could almost tell
exactly where Bugs Bunny
eluded Elmer Fudd. In true cartoon fashion, the mass of aural
disorder ends with the small
ting of a triangle.
The second set opened without introduction. The ensemble
jumped into "Scrapple from the
Apple" by Charlie Parker,
which featured the saxophone
section and blazing trumpets.
"Young Blood" by Gerry
Mulligan was an easy to listen
to swing chart made you want
to get up and Lindy Hop until
dawn.
"Four Brothers" by Jimmy
Giuffre was based on "Jeepers
Creepers," and led by one baritone and three tenor saxophones. If this piece didn't at
the very least get your foot tapping, you might consider soul
searching or intensive group
therapy.
"We've been taking it easy
tonight," Burt said after "My
Romance," another vocal feature for Schubeck. "For our last
number, we thought we'd let
loose a little."
The concert ended with two
vivacious Spanish pieces:
Ernesto
by
"Malaguena"
Lecuono and encore "23 North,
82 West" by Stan Kenton.
Twenty-three north by 82 west
are the approximate coordinates for Havana, Cuba.
Jazz is unlike any other
musical genre; it's meant to be
experienced, not just listened
to. If you don't understand that,
you'd best get to the next Jazz
Ensemble concert. It's more
than worth your time.

SMOKING MAKES YOU
tJtuJ

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
Studio-1-2-3-4-5 bedroom
All included heat, water, sewer, yard care
& snowplowing
Available beginning June 1, 2008

CROSS PROPERTIES
161 PARK STREET, ORONO
CALL 207.866.7867
Email •crossproperties@roadrunner.com
Web •oronoapartmentrentals.com
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problem needs more attention,
according
to
Van
Frankenhuyzen, is that women
are often self-conscious while
from page 12
shopping. For example, she
favorite buys since the boutique noted, a typical "size two" is
now a few inches bigger around
opened in November of 2007.
the
waist than ten years ago
To keep her fashions unique to
as many customers as possible, because women refuse to buy
she only orders one of each size bigger sizes if they fluctuate.
per article of clothing she orders. Some women even refuse to try
Understanding that young women on clothing with men in the store
in college are beginning to define because they are so uncomfortthemselves professionally, she able with their image.
"Many women have ridicustrives to make it unlikely that
more than six shoppers will walk lous irrational body issues," Van
away with the same piece of cloth- Frankenhuyzen said, rolling her
ing — limiting a big taboo among eyes."One woman I know won't
young women who fear running wear necklaces or certain tops
into another customer in the same because she thinks her clavicles
stick out too far. Knee fat is
outfit.
another
problem I hear often."
She is also aware there are
In
addition
to helping women
several issues that face all
women — especially those in dress appropriately for their age,
their twenties who are leaving location, body type and personal
the familiar behind and ready to style, Van Frankenhuyzen
face the world. One specific strives to achieve a warm, wel-

Bella Luna

ning can be a
meditative, yet
from page 10 difficult undertaking.
Next,director Shane Perry's short film "Coffee for
My Sugar" was a cute story about one man's trip to a
coffee shop. It was shot in sepia tone — a nice touch,
and seemed to offer a bit of social commentary about
how annoying people on cell phones can be. Overall,
it was an undeniably sweet film.
As the film festival began to come to an,end,
the audience was treated to the entertaining "Mr.
Sandwich," directed by Derrick Cameron. This
two-minute movie featured one man waking up,
checking his e-mail and realizing he had, much to
his surprise, a sandwich in his pants.

Film

coming feeling at Bella Luna.
With women 18-24 being her
most frequent shoppers, she is
well versed in working with
clients to find the perfect outfit
and prides herself in customer
service.
"I've gone to so many stores,
and they make you feel like
you're not worthy of being
there," Van Frankenhuyzen said.
"I want it to feel like a higher-end
place, but I want Bella Luna to be
super comfortable. Bring your
kids, your little dogs or coffee
and have a relaxing experience."
Bella Luna's hours of operation had expired for yet another
day. Van Frankenhuyzen, putting
away her blue chandelier earrings after adding finishing
touches, was satisfied with her
work for the evening. She
switched off the store's main
lights and disappeared into the
back room, ready to retreat
home.

Java Jive
from page 11
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this time in the guise of' gangster's for an elaborately explicit
cover of Dr. Dre's "Bitches Ain't
Sh—" which took the ironic covering theme to its extreme.
Pushing the envelope of comfortable subject matter, they then
tackled Rio Kiley's "15," about
an incident of accidental statutory rape. Things were really starting to cool off when they covered
Kansas' "Dust In The Wind" in
memory of the character Blue in
the film Old School, but they
closed strongly with a cover of
"Come on Eileen" by Dexys
Midnight Runners.
As tension for the results
mounted, Jon Bailey came back
onto stage and performed a cover
of Tenacious D's "F--- Her
Gently," followed by a joint
Bailey-Emery cover of Death
Cab For Curie's "I Will Follow
You Into The Dark," and it was
finally time to hear the results.
The recipient of a $500
music shopping spree and the
2008 Project winner for excellence in acoustic jive was Sons
of David, and deservedly s.
They demonstrated musical
versatility and tenacity in a talented pool. Congratulations are
warranted to Sons of David and
all other Project participants
for enriching the cultural environment on campus.

Hills,"
Regina
Spektor's
"Fidelity" and closed out on
Sublime's "Santeria," including
the entire solo performed by
Jonah, which they pulled off
flawlessly.
Jon and Jocelyn came back on
stage for an interim cover of Paul
Simon's "Slip Slidin' Away," and
it was time for the last finalist,
Brianna Finnegan. She began her
set accompanied by Rachel
Biron. Not to be outdone in the
ironic covers department, they
began with a medley of
Backstreet Boys songs including
"Quit Playing Games With My
Heart," "As Long As You Love
Me" and of course the iconic "I
Want It That Way," complete
with button-down oxfords for
costume effect. Finnegan performed her next song solo, an
called
"The
original
"Dreaming Tree," another film by Monahan, Untouchable,". which celebrated
was another far-out and experimental short fea- a release from physical self-conturing more impressive editing effects.
sciousness and highlighted her
Lastly, Cameron offered another film titled considerable vocal talents. She
"Buyout." This film was also experimental, as it was needed them for her next tune, a
played twice, though each showing was slightly dif- cover of Aretha Franklin's
ferent. The film told the story of a shady business "Natural Woman," which she
deal, each time from a slightly different perspective.
nailed. She brought Biron back
Unlike the previous festival, there were no onto stage for another dress-up,
judges or winners. "This year, we wanted to just
show the films, not have a competition," said
David Nickerson, who was in charge of the event.
There was a viewer's choice pick, the winner of
which will be announced later. Every film had
something to offer, and it was once again a great
showcase of the talented individuals at UMaine.
1492 State St., Veazie

"Breakfast served all day"
STONE HOUSE CAFE
942-9552
Tue—Sat 7 AM -8 PM
Sun 7 AM--I PM
Closed Mondays

"4 Great Place to
Eat and See Friends"
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Increase the response from students and
university members
David Nickerson•The Maine Campus
The 2nd Annual Film Festival at the University of Maine was hosted by the Maine Channel last Thursday
in Neville hall.
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Horoscopes

campus

Aries
March 21 to April 20
The enthusiasm you will be showing
today might make some people
envious of you. You may have an
argument with your loved one
because you have been spending
too much time in the company of
your friends.

C
0144r10,1%
Boxer Romps

Taurus
April 21 to May 20

By Katelin Walling & Alicia Mullins

Hey, Rylee!
Why did the
watermelon
and honeydew
have a big
wedding?

You could be facing difficulties in
your social relationships and be
involved in a conflict. Try to avoid
quarrels. You may want to accept
the support offered by friends and
family in order to complete all your
tasks for today.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
In the morning you could be on a
state of confusion due to sentimental issues. You will have the chance
to obtain small benefits from parttime jobs, but you are advised to
remain cautious.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
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A task you have to complete soon is
bothering you. Cancelling a trip that
was planned for today may affect
your love life. Your loved one will not
believe that you are really busy.

Ubra
Sept 23 to Oct 23
You can make a successful business trip, provided you will avoid
controversies with people accompanying you.

Scorpio
Oct 24 to Nov.22
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Leo
July 23 to August 22

Virgo
Aug.23 to Sept 22
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You may be on a state of nerves
without a real reason, and be tempted to act on impulse. You are running the risk of hurting the feelings
of an older lady in your circle.

You may experience some tense situations caused by a misunderstand
ing with one of your colleagues or
partners. You may find it difficult to
focus. You are advised to postpone
making major decisions.
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By John Kroes
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AAE SO MUCH?!
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By Alana Brown
EVERY DAY YOU YAMMER ON ABOUT
SIMPLISTIC TRIVIALITIES OR INSULT ME WHILE
I
I REST ON THE TABLE! IT'S LIKE BEING IN
THAT WRETCHED COMIC STRIP ABOUT THE
r
OBESE ORANGE CAT, ONLY WITHOUT HIS
'WITTY' OBSERVATIONS!
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By Erik Sansom

OUR JOS HERE IS DONE . BUT
WELL,ONCE AGAIN NIS TRAINS
AND
MAGIC
WE *UST ALWAYS REMAIN VIGILANT
THEIR
WAVE WORKED
AS
IN CASE JOB PRESSURES CRUSH
MIND
Of
*UR DAD'S PEACE
IU rRAGILE SPIRIT YET AGAIN.
SEEN RESTORED...

In the morning you will tend to be on
a short fuse and might hurt your
loved one's feelings. Apologize and
avoid a quarrel. Today is not a favorable time for you to deal in business
or meet with friends.

Sagittarius
Nov.23 to Dec.21
You could be in a bad mood
because a business project has
failed. You might have a hot argument with your loved one.

Capricorn
Dec.22 to Jan. 20
Today is not a favorable time for
making major decisions or future
plans. You are advised not to sign
official papers.

Meet the n
o the Ho

est member
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Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb.19
You might have arguments with your
family because of certain financial
difficulties. To avoid an unpleasant
situation, consider the needs of all
the family members.

Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 19
Your communication skills are not at
their best today. You should postpone all your meetings.
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Daily SuDoku: Fri 11-Apr-2008

easy

HOW TO PLAY
•Each row (horizontal line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
•Each column (vertical line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
•Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in any order but
each digit can only appear once.
There is only one correct answer!

Have a great

The Maine
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22
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-
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38

37

46
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27

28

_

13

16 '

26

40

12
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20

60

11

10

18

17

46

9

15 '

14

23

8

81
64

51

52

55

56
,

.

62
65

57

58

59

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Slice up the turkey
6. Lance
11. Grain
14. Egg-shaped
15. Big
16. Chopping tool
17. Family trees
19. "Dear
20. Quotes
21. Earlier in time
23. Illicit relationship
27. An unwholesome atmosphere
28. Surliness
32. Sleazy or squalid
33. Type of Japanese animation
34. Super Sonic Transport
37. Permits
38. Long-necked wading bird
39. Reflected sound
40. S
41. 1000 kilograms
42. Leave in a hurry
43. Not liberal
45. Gory
48. Rues off to marry
49. Not square
50. Representative
53. Picnic insect
54. A cry of grief
60. V
61. Make improvements to
62. Dining, coffee or end
63. Make a mistake
64. Consumes food
65. A farcical atterpiece in theatre

1. Gear
2. Avenue (abbrev.)
Howard
3. Actor/director
4. Contend
5. Extreme gluttony
6. A small slit
7. Leaf of a book
8. Goddess of discord (Greek mythology)
9. How old one is
10. Rest
11 Fertile area in a desert
12. Maxim
13. Latin for "Earth"
18. Former Italian currency
22. Beam
23, Corridor
24. Liberates
25. Worries
26. HIV
27. Silent actor
29. Farm buildings
30. Silly
31. A passenger ship
34 Certificate
35. Remove whiskers
36. Books
38. Hyrax
39. Prefix indicating outer
41. Tottered
42. Jumping or leaping
43. Prison inmate
44. Air intake
45. Courageous
46. Recluse
47. Not inner
50: Ends a prayer
51. Part of a chromosome
52. Completes
55. French for "Friend"
56. Income, sales, or property
57. A people of southeast Nigeria
58_ Not young
59. Born

ound in Sports —

tO

1115

people
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Baxter
from page 20
involved with Adam."
"They wanted to come and see
the campus," Head Coach Pat
Laughlin said. "Adam really
enjoyed his time at UMaine."
During their visit, Baxter's
parents were able to meet teammates, faculty, members and
friends during a variety of events
and activities.
"Friday was a very special
loday," McCole said. "For many of
the players on the team, it was
their first time meeting the
Baxters, and for us boys who
went to England, it was a valued
reunion."
According
Laughlin,
to
Baxter's parents' visit was coordinated with the spring schedule —
this weekend anticipated the best
weather and best location for
them to watch the soccer team
play.
"They wanted to see the team
play," Laughlin said. Adding, "I
think as a player, Adam was
always someone who tried to do
his best. He had a real winning
mentality; [he] really competed
hard at all times."
The team played two games
Os weekend at Husson with
Baxter's parents in attendance.
"It was two emotional friendlies [sic] for everyone," said
McCole. "The team commemorated Adam in pregame wearing
T-shirts that the Baxters had
brought as gifts."
"lie was a natural leader,
always talking and shouting during practices and games,"
McCormack said. "When Adam

came to the
U.S., he had
two bags, not
like the car
loads of stuff
most freshmen
have when they
first arrived. In
this way he was
uncomplicated,
and cherished
the friends he
surrounded
himself with
rather
than
material
things."
"Adam
enjoyed soccer,
obviously,
reading, watching, or pretty
much anything
to do with the
game,"
McCole said.
also
"He
enjoyed music,
and I later
found out about
an interest in
art. He was a
character who
never failed to
raise a smile in
anyone."
While
Baxter is no
longer running
up and down
the field as a
UMaine soccer
standout, his
Dana Bulba•The Maine Campus
presence is still UMaine defenseman Brendan Rogers keeps the ball away from Fort Kent. UMaine won
felt.
the game 2-1.
"For all of
"I think for the players, for all
us,I think it was the final farewell fund for incoming soccer players,
to Adam,but he will never be for- and there will be an award for the players, it was an emotional
gotten," McCormack said. "His best new player on the team visit," Laughlin said. "It was a
time to celebrate his life."
parents have set up a scholarship named in his honor."

UNIVERSITY

OF

Mercurio
from page 19
town and state to state, Mercurio
had to adapt to the different climates and scenery that each state
offered.
"Going from New York to
Illinois was weird because there
is nothing out there," Mercurio
said. "I'm not exactly from the
city, but I'm not used to looking
in all directions and seeing nothing. But baseball is baseball
everywhere."
Just like Freddie Prinze Jr. and
a scene right out of "Summer
Catch," Mercurio will also be
traveling to Cape Cod, Mass. this
summer to play in the elite Cape
Cod baseball summer league.
"It's not an easy league to play
in, but I feel I'm ready for it and
it's going to be a great opportunity for me," Mercurio said.
For Mercurio, this summer
could be a step in the right direction for a future in baseball.
"It's the best opportunity to
play in front of scouts for me.
Hopefully I play well and keep
some eyes on me. It's very exciting, but I don't want to jinx it,"
Mercurio said.
If a future in baseball isn't on
the path ahead for Mercurio, he
still plans to be close to the game,
and sports in general, after the
ride is over. The broadcast journalism major hopes to be on television one day, except on the
other side of the game as an analyst.
"Broadcasting will be fun and
I know a lot about other sports so
it would be really easy for me to
help them out, something with
ESPN hopefully."

MAINE ATHLETICS

MAINE SOFTBALL HOME SCHEDULE!
()SATURDAY, APRIL 19 - MAINE VS VERMONT - 12 P.M
(DOUBLEHEADER)
o SUNDAY, APRIL 20 - MAINE VS VERMONT - 2 P.M.
o WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23 - MAINE VS BOSTON UNIVERSITY - 3 P.M.
()SATURDAY, MAY 3 - MAINE VS UMBC - 12 P.M.
(DOUBLEHEADER)
SUNDAY, MAY 4 - MAINE VS UMBC - 11 A.M.

DON'T FORGET BASEBALL'S NEXT HOME EVENTS:
TUESDAY, APRIL 22- MAINE VS THOMAS COLLEGE - 5 P.M.
FOLLOWED BY A WEEKEND SERIES WITH STONY BROOK
FRIDAY, APRIL 25-4 P.M. - UMAINE IDOL NIGHT!
SATURDAY, APRIL 26-1 P.M. (DOUBLEHEADER)
SUNDAY, APRIL 27-1 P.M.

THE MAINE CAMPUS• MONDAY, APRIL 28

Thrim and Out
By Sean liladick,Jonathon Madore and Steven Moran
From the minds of WMEB's newest sports talk show,"Three and Out." We
will be bringing you three hot topics from the world of sports. It's your weekly
pill for instant sports relief.

First Down: We want Bibby
I was there in 2003 when the Red Sox came back from three mm down in the
ninth inning against the Anaheim Angels. Johnny Damon bit a walk-off home run
that hooked around Pesky's Pole and landed three rows in front of us. I was there
in 2001 when the Celtics destroyed the defending champion Lake-is by 18 points.
And I was there when the Bruins ... won a meaningless game in 2006?
More importantly,I was there last Wednesday for what will now be known as
the "Mike Bibby Game.""A lot of these fans are bandwagon jumpers trying to
get on this now. I played here last year,too,and I didn't see three fourths of them.
They're for the team now,and they might get a little rowdy, but that's about it,"
The Hawks point guard said before Wednesday night's game.
A little rowdy, huh? We gave him a little rowdy — and then some. I've never
been to any sporting event with this type of explosive atmosphere. Not only were
Bruce Willis and Bob Kraft in attendance, but we're pretty sure K.C. Jones was
sitting in the same row as us. Every time Bibby touched the ball, 19,000 "fair
weather" fans booed him out of the building. Chants included: "Bibby Sucks,"
"Biiiibbbbyyy" and "Rondo's Better."
Bibby ended a two-for-seven shooting night with 12 points, one assist and
three rebounds.The guy behind us summed it up best when he yelled,"Hey! Nice
single double Bibby!"
Mike stood by his words after the game by saying: "'The people I was talking
about know who they are. If they took offense to it, they must be part of it I guess
they are all bandwagon jumpers."
I hope someone grabs an interview with Mr. Bibby next week on the golf
course.
- John

Second Down: Curse breakers
Everyone loves a bold prediction. So for all you sports fans out there, here is
the boldest of the' bold: This year's Chicago Cubs will break their 100-year
drought and win the World Series this October. The Cubbies havejumped out to
a 16-8 start this season,a,nd while it is still fart(S)early to crown them,this year's
team has all the makings of a champion.
They've stabilized their pitching issues, and ace Carlos Zambian()hasjumped
out to a 3-1 start posting a tidy 2.33 earned mu average. Veteran Ryan Dempster
is offto his own hot start this season with a 3-0 record and a sub-three ERA. Jason
Marquis and Rich Hill give them solid depth,and it is only a matter of time before
Ted Lilly gets his control issues straightened out. Most important for the Cubs has
been the emergence of Kerry Wood as a strong closer. Wood has already racked
up four saves and two wins on the year, and while he doesn't have the same fiery
fastball from his youth, his movement and placement are significantly improved.
While pitching wins championships, the Cubs have a powerful hitting lineup
from top to bottom with Aramis Ramirez, Derek Lee and Kosuke Fukodome
anchoring. Center fielder Felix Pie and shortstop Ryan Theriot give them impressive speed on the base paths.
All in all, this is the most well-rounded Cubs teams in recent memory. Now
all they need is a little curse breaking magic,and the North Side of Chicago will
get their long awaited opportunity to celebrate.
- Steve

Dedicating himself to track track, he maintains a slew of
entirely, Harmon hit the eclectic hobbies. Long before
weight room hard during the throwing, his first love was
summer and placed fourth in baseball.
from page 20
the indoor championships
"I did baseball from the
again
his
junior
year.
After
time
I could pick up a bat until
Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma
taking
second
in
the
indoor
about
10th grade. I was pitchis used to describe any of a
competition
his
senior
year,
er
second base. The
and
large group of cancers affecting the immune system. It is Harmon finally broke through, biggest, slowest guy on the
generally marked by enlarged winning a conference champi- team was a second baseman,"
lymph nodes, fever and unex- onship in shotput his senior Harmon chuckled.
Harmon's
competitive
plained weight loss. More outdoor season. A wrist injury
than 66,000 new cases are that began in the middle of the nature often shone through on
diagnosed in a year, and indoor season made Harmon's the field.
"Once I had a no-hitter
19,000 people die from the accomplishments even more
special.
through
six innings, and they
disease annually, according to
"[In
the]
middle
of
senior
took
me
out. I walked two
the National Cancer Institute.
year,.
I
was
throwing
shot
and
guys,
they
were like: 'you'rrd
undergoAfter successfully
ing chemotherapy treatments, my wrist started to hurt, so I tired,' I was like, 'I have a noHarmon was given a clean bill went to the doctor. At first hitter, it's the sixth inning.' I
of health, but recovery proved they thought my bones were was so angry," Harmon
softer from the chemo, but recalled. "I was good at basefrustrating at times.
ball, but I was better at
"My spine was curved,
track."
and I really couldn't walk
Harmon also drums in his
because my spine was
"He's
talented,
and
he's
dedispare
time and has for nine
messed up," Harmon said. "I
years.
He proudly displayed a
remember going down and cated and quite simply makes
tattoo
of a large drum kit
playing basketball, trying to
a very good role model." between his shoulder blades.
jump, and after a year of not
When, asked about his
being able to do physical
idols,
Harmon expressed an
activity, I couldn't jump, and
admiration
for Olympic
Krista
Ricupero
I was so angry. I couldn't lift
thrower
Adam
Nelson, whom
UMaine
Track
Club
my legs more than a few
he felt he could relate to.
inches."
"[Nelson] was like me. In
Years
later, Harmon
high
school, I was second
picked up throwing as a firstthen
they
said
that
because
of
place
all
the time until senior
year in high school, but
the
way
my
bones
are,
[it
was]
year
[when]
I won KVACs. He
described his performances as
just my body type.. When I was second at the Sydntszt
less than stellar.
the
Athens
"The first time I ever threw, throw, one bone hits another Olympics,
bone,
and
it
makes
it
swell
Olympics
and
he
was
second
freshman year, first throw: 22
and
it
cuts
the
blood
circulain
three
world
championships,
feet with a 12 pound shot.
but he finally won one in [the]
That's not good," Harmon tion off," Harmon said.
For his efforts, Harmon 2005
[Helsinki
World
said with a laugh.
was
invited
to
compete
Championships],"
Harmon
Harmon blamed his early
futility not on his cancer treat- nationally at the Scholastic said.
With a year of competition
ments, but on unfortunate Indoor Track and Field
Championships
and
finished
under
his belt and a lifetime of
genetic circumstances.
"If you saw pictures of me 38th out of 54 throwers from adversity behind him, Harmon
is poised to make a splash as a
when I was a freshman, you'd around the nation.
With
Invictus
and
UMaine
member of the UMaine team
swear I was in fifth grade,"
several
crossing
paths
at
in
the fall.
Harmon said.
Henley's Invictus also said,
As he matured, his throw- meets, Harmon has had a
chance
to
get
to
know
the
"In
the fell clutch of circuming potential was finally
stance,
I have not winced nor
UMaine
varsity
throwers.
tapped, and Harmon began
cried
aloud.
Under the bludg"It's
like
being
a
freshman
taking throwing more seriouson a team, where you catch s- eoning of chance, my head is
ly.
"Freshman year, I just -- and you have to carry all bloody but unbowed."
For Matt Hannon, whether
[threw] to chill with my their equipment, only I don't
have
to
carry
bludgeoned
by chance with IV
equipment,
I
just
friends, and then sophomore
catch
s---.
illness or
But
I'm
buddies
life-threatening
year, at Indoor KVACs, I was
with
all
of
injuries,
his
them,"
Harmon
career-threatening
fourth, and I was like, 'I could
said with a grin.
head is held high, proudly
be good at this."
When Harmon is not on the unconquered.

Harmon

Third Down: Closing out a great career
He's been one of the most fearsome closers for the past 16 seasons. He's
topped 30 saves 12 times. His entrance to a ballgame is unmistakable, and yet it
might be time to say goodbye to the great Trevor Hoffman.
As my favorite closer of all time, Hoffman has anchored the San Diego
bullpen for most of my life. His masterful control of the strike zone and absolinely lethal change-up has put him at the top of the all-time saves list with 528 as of
April 26. Most importantly, by my completely biased opinion, Hoffman has
established "Hells Bells" as the coolest entrance. music for a closer ever. .
Despite all of these credentials, his two blown saves and 8.22 ERA to start the
season may mark the beginning of the end for Hoffman. There will be no shame
when he calls it quits, and by all aelmnts,Padres management has no plans of
pushi y, him out anytime soon.
"This will be the last uniform he wears. If he still wants to play and he's as successful as he's been in the past,I don't anticipate it being difficult," said San Diego
general manager Kevin Towers about resigning him in an interview with E'SPN.
'While it sounds like his career may not officially come to an end for another
season or two, it does appear that the invincibility that surrounded Iloffman is
gone. I still expect Iloffman to reach 35 or more saves this season and perhaps
next, but it won't be in his usual fashion — anticipate some wild rides along the
way.
So for baseball's truest fans,try and catch some of Hoffinan's saves while you
can. Baseball's greatest closer is approaching the final innings of his career.
- Sean

Out:
Thank you to all of our listeners and readers for a great year.
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Menendez started the rally when
he walked and back-to-back singles by Cather and Lukas loaded
up the bases for Smith.
from page 19
Smith hit a sharp ground ball
at the third baseman, which
Looking for a similar miracle
5-2-3 double play.
on Friday in the last half of the turned a
Reliever Jordan Purington
seventh, the Black Bears cut the.
then struck out Lugbauer with
lead to 5-4 and had the tying run
runners on second and third to
at third base and the winning run
end the game.
at first when Patane came to the
Kevin Scanlan (2-3) took the
plate with two outs. With two
loss for UMaine despite going
strikes, Patane lined a shot into
six strong innings — striking out
the outfield and into the glove of
eight and only surrendering three
the right fielder.
runs, two of which were earned.
Lukas led UMaine with two
Cather and Lukas led the
hits in the game. Jebb picked up
offense, each recording two hits.
the loss (2-3), going 5 2,3
"That's the way baseball is,"
innings. He gave up five hits and
Cather said. "We had it our way
three earned runs. He struck out
yesterday and they had it today.
three and walked three.
We just got to keep going out
In Saturday's second game,
there and getting better."
Trimper's club once again fell
Yesterday's gamed ended
behind early when Steve Marino
with a 13-6 loss for the Black
hit a two-run single to give the
Bears.
Seawolves a 2-0 lead in the secTrimper's UMaine squad
ond.
moves to 16-21-1 overall on the
An RBI single by Lukas in the
season and 4-8 in America East.
third inning plated Joey Martin
Stony Brook improves to 24-16
to cut the lead to 2-1.
and
11-5 in the conference.
Stony Brook tacked on two
The Black Bears finish up
more runs - one in the sixth and
their home schedule this week
seventh.
when they host Siena for a nonUMaine once again rallied,
conference game on Wednesday
scoring a run in the sixth on an
and then a four-game set over the
RBI fielder's choice by Patane.
weekend against Hartford.
In the bottom of the seventh,
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Sunday, May 4
10 A.M. — 2 P.M.
UMaine Student Recreation
& Fitness Center, ORONO
Admission $3.00
FREE for UMaine students
and children under 12
For questions, table space,
or to volunteer, contact:
maggie@BikeMaine.org

Bicycle
Coalition
of Maine

www.Bike Maine.org

UM's Souhlaris a dual threat
Taking the mound and the outfield, athlete gains recognition
By Leila Sholtz-Ames
Some athletes strive to have
a breakout game, their chance
to shine or to be the all-star of
their team. For second-year
pitcher and outfielder Alexis
Souhlaris, the moment came a
few weeks ago in a game
against Colby College.
The slight breeze blew
across UMaine's Mike Kessock
softball field and caused the
fans in the stands to shiver just
a little - it was the fifth inning,
and the Black Bears were up 10 after Souhlaris' score earlier
in the game.
Souhlaris was on the pitching mound and had just collected back-to-back strikeouts. The
third Colby batter hit a single
up the middle - almost jeopardizing the Black Bears' win. The
crowd grew restless when a
walk was issued to the next batter to put runners at first and
second. Souhlaris forced Colby
to ground out to the catcher and
sealed the shutout win for the
Black Bears.
Souhlaris, as a starting pitcher and outfielder, is one of the
only dual position players on
the Black Bears squad and has
gained multiple praises from
fellow teammates throughout
the season.
"Alexis does a great job of
working batters. She had great
control and makes her pitches
work," third-year infielder
Ashley Waters said.
Things weren't always positive for Souhlaris this season the Black Bears started out 026, and before the Colby game,
Souhlaris had a pitching record
of 1-9.
Tables turned when UMaine
faced Colby, and Souhlaris
retired 12 batters in a row and
got the first shutout of the season. Despite her numerous
accolades, the former Derry,
New Hampshire native and
2006 Gatorade Player of the
Year remains humble.
"Our defense sets a good
tone out there, so that is definitely a positive to look at,"
Souhlaris said.
A standout pitcher and outfielder at New Hampshire's
Pinkerton Academy, Souhlaris
shined last year as a first-year
center fielder for UMaine. With
a team-leading .367 and 22
RBIs, she was named to the AllAmerica East Team and AllAmerica East Rookie Team.
Despite Souhlaris' outfielding skills, Head Softball Coach
Stacey Sullivan requested that
she return to the mound — a
place she dominated throughout
her high school career.
She and Sullivan established
a close relationship before
Soularis attended UMaine.
"I had only looked at two
other schools for unofficial visits — UMass Lowell and
Merrimack College — before
considering [UMaine] and
Coach Sullivan was the coach
for Merrimack at the time,"
Soularis said. "She was originally recruiting me to play
there, but when she got the job
for [UMainel, she decided she
still wanted to recruit me to

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Alexis Souhlaris is UMaine's starting pitcher and ouffielder and holds
one of the only dual-position on the softball team.
play for her up there. I'm total- team that won the national
ly happy with the decision I championship for Women's
made."
Majors Class A last year.
"My favorite thing about
"Knowing
that
there's
softball is when you're dirty, always better out there and
sweaty and bleeding from giv- room to improve is what really
ing your all and having it pay inspires me," Souhlaris said.
off with a big win in extra "Just the idea that I can always
innings. Looking at my team- get improve and there's always
mates' faces when we win big someone that could be better
like that is priceless," Souhlaris than me out there really motivates me to keep playing hard."
"I love to work out. I also
"Myfavorite thing about love
watching the Red Sox, lissoftball is when you're dirty, tening to my iPod at an unreasonably high volume and being
sweaty and bleedingfrom around my friends and teamsaid. "Also,
giving your all." mates," Souhlaris
sleeping and eating ice cream."
The Black Bears are 8-35
overall
and 7-7 in America East
Alexis Souhlaris
play, and the team is still in
Sophomore Pitcher/Outfielder
contention for a postseason
UMaine Softball
berth.
A kinesiology and physical
said. "I want to leave here education major with a concenknowing I left a mark on this tration in health and nutrition,
program, and I'm already pretty' Souhlaris hopes to become a
close to setting the stolen base personal trainer and a softball
record — so that would be nice coach.
to see happen. But even more to
"I know that I'd like to have
that, I just want other coaches a flexible schedule because I'd
and players to recognize me and love to be able to coach in a
remember my name as a softball high school setting," Souhlaris
player."
said. "My ultimate goal would
Souhlaris played dual roles be to open my own place and be
on the team throughout the sea- my own boss."
son and worked both positions
For now, Souhlaris is the
last summer when she played boss of the pitching mound and
for Storm USA, a California the outfield.
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Catcher finds home in Orono Weekend wrap-up
Second-year transfer leaves Illinois,joinsformer teammates Black Bears lose Stonybrook series, 1-3
By Nick Dyer

By Adam Clark

The sport is still the same,
although the scenery and climate
have changed for the University
of Maine catcher. The once warm
spring Illinois days of last year
have been replaced by the cool,
crisp Maine air, with traces of
snow still found on campus. It's
hard to believe it's baseball season, but for second-year transfer
Joe Mercurio, these are the days
he lives for.
"Baseball was my first love.
My dad played, so he was a big
influence on me playing,"
Mercurio said.
The Brewster, NY,native started his baseball career when he
was six years old and progressed
as a shortstop for his youth baseball teams. The switch from
shortstop to catcher came quickly
and unexpectedly for Mercurio.
"I caught one game when I
was eight, and my dad said I'd
never play there again. Then
when I was 10, he wasn't at a
game, and I asked to catch,"
Mercurio said. "Three balls got
by me, and I threw all three runners out."
Along with playing basketball
and soccer throughout middle
school and high school, Mercurio
saw his chance to shine as a
catcher and focused on the game
where he knew he could succeed.
"I realized I wanted and could
play college baseball when I was
out to dinner with a friend when I
was 14," Mercurio said. "His
father told us that it was just a
dream, and we shouldn't try to
chase it or we'd just hurt ourselves. That made me want it
more because I knew I could do
it, and I wanted to prove people
like that wrong."
The opportunity to play college baseball came shortly after
he played at the East Coast
Professional Baseball Showcase,
which is run by Major League
Baseball for the top 70 players
out of high school.
The assistant coach at the
University of Illinois approached
Mercurio and was impressed by
what he saw from the young
catcher.
Pursued by two other schools,
Mercurio had to make a crucial
decision.
"Old Dominion came at me
the hardest, and at the time I didn't even know who they were.
When coach Trimper came to
[UMaine] they also recruited me,
but I didn't even get a chance to
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Baseball is a game of breaks —
sometimes they go in your favor,
and other times they don't. Over
the weekend, the University of
Maine baseball team hosted the
second-place America East team,
the Stony Brook Seawolves.
After coming back from an 81 deficit on Friday to defeat the
Seawolves, UMaine dropped
both games of a doubleheader on
Saturday, despite having the winning run either on base or up to
the plate in the last inning.
The Black Bears won Friday's
nine-inning game
10-8 before falling
5-4 and 4-2 on
Saturday's seven
inning games.
In Friday's game, Curt Smith
hit a go-ahead, two-run home run
to break a tie in the seventh
inning to put UMaine up for
good. Smith's!Rime run, his 10th
of the season, capped off a ninerun seventh inning for the Black
Bears, who were down 8-1 heading into the inning.
"It's a great win," Head
Coach Steve Trimper said.
"What happened is the guys
never gave up, and there were no
panic buttons pushed."
Danny Menendez started off
the inning for UMaine with a single before Smith drew a walk.
Amy Brooks•The Maine Campus Myckie Lugbauer then laced a
two-run double to right center to
Joe Mercurio takes his lead in a recent game. Mercurio landed at
cut the lead to 8-3. Lugbauer
UMaine after bouncing around from town to town and state to state.
made it 8-4 when he advanced to
see the school because of was too much of a dictatorship third on a groundout and scored
Illinois," Mercurio said.
for me because everything had to on a wild pitch.
After talking to the coaching be done one way. The minute I
"We had a never-quit attitude
staff and visiting the Illinois cam- got there, they started changing [and] had some good quality atpus, he fell in love with the things. I wasn't the only miser- bats," Trimper said. "It's someschool and thought it would be a able one there, but [I was] one of thing we had been working on
good fit for him to grow as a play- the only kids who wasn't from this past week."
er.
Illinois, so I had no problem leavFollowing a walk by Tony
"My year at Illinois was very ing that school," Mercurio said.
Patane and single by Jarrett
frustrating. I played behind Lars
"I chose [UMainel because Lukas to left, Kevin McAvoy
Davis, who was drafted in the there was a certain comfort level I walked to load the bases. After a
third round by the Rockies last felt here. Kevin Jackson and I wild pitch that advanced all the
year, so I had a lot of competi- played together on the World runners and scored Patane, Billy
tion," Mercurio said. "They never Yacht Clippers since we were 12 Cather singled up the middle,
told me or gave me a reason why years old, and I have played
I wasn't playing. I started three against Myckie Lugbauer since I
games and got only 18 total at was nine," Mercurio said. "It was
bats. It was very disappointing to very easy having those guys here.
me."
Also Joe Miller had played for
After a season, Mercurio the Clippers as well, and when he
packed his bags and headed back was looking to transfer from High
to New York, wanting to change Point, we talked and this was the
schools and a change in the way best fit. I didn't really look anythe baseball program was run.
where else. I knew this was where
"The reason I left [Illinois] I should've been all along."
was the head coach mainly. He
Bouncing around from town to
and I didn't see eye to eye on anySee MERCURIO on page 16
thing and butted heads a lot. It

driving in two runs.
Down by only one run,
Menendez, who led off the
inning, hit an infield single.
Cather scored on an error by the
shortstop, advancing Menendez
to second base and tying the
game.
Smith gave UMaine their first
lead when he blasted the first
pitch over the left field fence to
make it 10-8.
"I was just looking for the
fastball inside, and he threw me
the first pitch inside and I put a
good swing on it," Smith said.
Will
Carroll
picked up the win
for
UMaine,
improving
his
record to 1-3 on
the season. Ile recorded just one
out — the final of the seventh.
Kyle Benoit pitched the final two
innings for the Black Bears,
striking out five and earning his
first career save.
In Saturday's first game,
Stony Brook once again jumped
out to a quick lead when Jeremy
Nowak hit a two-run home run to
left field in the first inning to
give the Seawolves a 2-0 lead.
UMaine cut into the lead in
the bottom half of the inning
when Jarrett Lukas hit a double
to right field and scored on
Smith's RBI single.
The game stayed 2-1 in Stony
Brook's favor until the bottom of
the fifth inning when the Black
Bears tied it up after a successful
double steal. Joe Mercurio
scored when Billy Cather stole
second, and the shortstop threw
it away, trying to cut down
Mercurio at the plate.
The Seawolves answered in
the top of the sixth when they
chased starting pitcher Matt
Jebb, and Jimmy Cox allowed an
inherited runner to score on a
single, giving Stony Brook a 3-2
advantage. They tacked on two
insurance runs in the seventh.
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See BASEBALL on page 18

SUMMER IN MAINE
MALES AND FEMALES
TRAVEL

(;REATSUNIMER.lOBS

Trail's End Camp & Chestnut Lake Camp in PA are
ooking for male and female Specialist Counselors for the
'flowing areas:
baseball, lacrosse, gymnastics, golf, cheerleading,
ennis, hockey, outdoor adventure, mountain biking, dance,
waterfront and web design.

3

Male Bunk Counselors also available; June 17th - August 17th
APPLY ONLINE AT www.trallsendeanipjohs.com AND BE CONSIDERED FOR A POSITION AT EITHER OF OUR TWO PREMIER
SUMMER CAMPS!!
Call Ran Peters with questions — I-800-408-1404

- SWIM
- SAIL
- ARCHERY
- OFFICE
- GOLF
- ENGLISH RIDING
- WATER SKIING
- THEATER TECH.
- THEATER COSTUMER
• OUTD6OR LIVING

RIPP LAKE CAMP FOR GIRLS
HONE: 1-800-997-4347
MON. RIPPl.AKECAMP.COM

UMaine baseball catcher unmasked
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Adam Baxter remembered 'Beastly' ruggers
Friends,faculty andfamily celebrate life of UMaine athlete Men's club fourth in Beast of the East
play both on defense and
offense.
UMaine opened up play on
After the tragic loss of University
The University of Maine Sunday against Salve Regina
of Maine soccer player Adam Baxter
men's rugby squad came off a University, continuing to show
last fall, teammates and the UMaine
somewhat disappointing week- their strong defense. UMaine
community wrapped up the spring
end at the Maine Cup tourna- won the match on their second
semester and season remembering the
student
and
friend.
first-year athlete,
ment a few weeks ago but straight shutout by a score of
"I knew Adam at first from playing
bounced right back in the Beast 10-0.
Newcomer Tokuo Nagao
on the Maine Soccer team," first-year
of the East Tournament on
teammate Tom McCole said. "He
April 19 and 20 in Providence, added a try and a strong effort
later became more then just a teamR.I. The team went 3-2 overall on both sides of the ball.
but
a
great
friend.
I
knew
him
mate
and took fourth place out of the Harvey proved once again that
he is a clutch
from the many days we spent at Knox
32 teams that
kicker as he hit
Hall, going to the Rec. Center, eating
competed.
Men's Rugby an
equally
at Hilltop, the long road trips to
"Considering
important congames and the many practices in the
we only
had .
back field."
seven guys from Our starting version.
"It's hard to put into words
"[Adam] was a genuine, hardfall team [competing], we defiworking, charismatic person on and
nitely exceeded expectations," how much Tokuo brings to the
off the field," fourth-year teammate
said Co-Captain and Co- team, he's amazing," Dalzell
said.
and captain Kiaran McCormack said.
President Tony Purpura.
Next, UMaine was to face
"He always had a huge grin on his
The team showed up to the
face."
tournament 30 minutes prior to in-state rivals Colby College.
The men's soccer team,along with
their first match and lacking UMaine seemed unstoppable
UMaine faculty, welcomed Baxter's
top players from their top-10, and impenetrable as they won
parents from Skegness, England over
nationally ranked team from once again with a shutout by a
the weekend.
the fall — the team was without score of 10-0. The sole try was
"His parents had intended to come
Eric Anderson, who sprained scored by Danny Purpura;
to the U.S. over spring break and
his MCL last week at the Harvey added the conversion
Maine Cup, Mike Groth, Chris as a key element to the team.
bring Adam to New York City and
then onto Florida," McCormack said.
Drozell and Sam La Rue. Ben Reich' had a physical
"It was a very emotional experience
Andrew Higgins, who made the game, blasting through the line
Dana Bulba + The Maine Campus trip down with the team, and picking up good yards on
for his parent's and everyone
UMaine midfielder Alex Rickett heads the ball, attempting to keep injured his shoulder against several occasions. Reichl
See BAXTER on page 16
it away from Husson during Saturday's tournament.
Babson College on the first day seemed to be a one-man team
of the tournament and was at points while adding good
unable to continue play on territorial kicks upfield.
Due to the loss on Saturday,
Sunday.
The team's first match came UMaine was unable to play for
against Stony Brook. UMaine the championship game but
lost on a hard match with a was honored by being asked to
By Derek McKinley
score of 14-12. The nail in the play in the third and fourth
coffin was a crucial and tough place match against University
In William Ernest Henley's poem "Invictus," —
of Maine at Farmington.
try from Stony Brook.
Latin for "unconquered" — Henley writes,"The menUMaine, which lost to
"We basically got off the
ace of the years finds, and shall find, me unafraid."
bus and had to step onto the Farmington last weekend at the
First-year thrower Matt Harmon meets the menace of
pitch," player Jeff Dalzell said. Maine Cup, was looking for a
the years fearlessly every time he steps into the
little revenge this weekend
"It was tough."
thrower's circle.
against
the
UMaine,
In the past few months, Harmon has been competBeavers.
which
only
ing as a member of Invictus, the University of Maine
played in two
"I was really proud ofall the Despite their
club track team founded at the start of the fall semesvengeance,
games
on
ter, with hopes of joining the UMaine varsity team
inexperienced players who "[Maine came
Saturday, had
next fall.
up short by a
their chance
stepped up big time." try, losing 14"I think Matt is really showing what we want the
for redemptrack club to exemplify, as kind of a stepping stone,
7.
tion in the
"We played
which has given him the opportunity to compete and
second match
Purpura
Tony
hone his skills a little bit," Invictus President and Cophenomenalagainst
Co-Captain and Co-President ly, considerFounder Dillon Bates said. "When he does make the
Babson
UMaine Men's Rugby ing the lack of
leap up to varsity, I think he'll be much better for it."
College.
New
Harmon has competed at meets all over
experience we
UMaine came
England, consistently performing at a high level with
came down
out strong and
honors such as a first-place finish at Maine USA
pleased
by the
was
with,
I
never let up — showing no
Track and Field Club Championships.
mercy
while demolishing younger guys — they really
"He's talented, and he's dedicated and quite simstepped up," said Higgins.
Babson 55-0.
ply makes a very good role model for the rest of the
Purpura and Watz had strong
Key tries came early in the
team," Invictus member Krista Ricupero said.
game from Stan Watz, Ken games against Farmington.
But as with most great athletes, Harmon's most
"I was really proud of all the
Harvey and Dalzell to ignite
important and life-changing battles have taken place
the scoring extravaganza. inexperienced players who
outside the arena.
UMaine, which had a lot of stepped up big time. They realAt age 10, Harmon was diagnosed with nonspace to fill due to the lack of ly stepped up when we needed
Hodgkin's lymphoma after doctors discovered a
players, looked to their B- them to," Purpura said.
tumor that caused severe spinal curvature, as well as
squad for help; Watz, Anthony
UMaine ended up placing
' a tumor in his calf and some of the disease in his liver
fourth
Bruno,
Tom
Champa
out of 32 teams, adding
and
Jon
McKinley
+
The
Maine
Campus
Derek
and kidneys.
play to cap
solid
tournament
Myers
stepped
up
to
play
in
all
Matt Harmon was diagnosed with non-Hodgkin's
off an extremely strong season.
and
added
games
five
strong
Lymphoma at the age of 10.
See HARMON on page 17
By Dana Buiba

Athlete throws troubles aside

Invictus thrower battles cancer, trains to join varsity track team

By Erik
Schnackenberg

